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BANKING & FINANCE
IMPS transfers in April dive to 2-year low due to lockdown
Data from the National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) stated that April
Immediate Payment System (IMPS) numbers have reduced to a two-year low.
The dive in the retail interbank transfers is due to the COVID-19 lockdown.
Highlights:
Transactions using the IMPS platform in April stood at 12.2 crore, while 24.7 crore
transactions were done in February 2020.
The platform is used mostly by migrant labour and small businesses.
In the case of Unified Payment Interface (UPI), an app-based payment, there has
been a significant drop as well from 132 crore in February to less than 100 crore in
April.
As the limit of IMPS is Rs.2 lakh, it is mostly used by small businesses.
More than the limit, one has to use RTGS. Hence, larger corporates and mid-cap
companies prefer RTGS for bulk payments such as salary credits to employees and
vendor payment.
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INDIAN AFFAIRS
Indian Railways operates Shramik Special trains across the country amid
lockdown
Indian Railways has decided to operate "Shramik Special" trains. The operation
of the trains aims to help the migrant workers, pilgrims, tourists, students, and other
people who are stranded at different places due to lockdown.
Highlights:
In these special Shramik Special Trains, a maximum of around 1200
passengers can travel observing social distancing.
The passengers will be screened properly before boarding the train. During the
journey, passengers will be given free meals and water.
Also, these trains have ferried migrants to cities like Tiruchchirappalli, Titlagarh,
Barauni, Khandwa, Jagannathpur, Khurda Road, Prayagraj, Chhapra, Balia, Gaya,
Purnia, Varanasi, Darbhanga, Gorakhpur, Lucknow, Jaunpur, Hatia, Basti, Katihar,
Danapur, Muzzaffarpur, Saharsa, etc. in the country.
Indian Railways has terminated the operation of trains in various states like Andhra
Pradesh, Bihar, Himachal Pradesh, Odisha, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh,
Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Telangana, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal.
The special Trains are being run by Railways only after concurrence is given both
by the State which is sending the passengers and the State which is receiving them
As of 10 May 2020, a total of 366 Shramik Special trains have been
operationalized from various states across the country amid lockdown.

Tourism Ministry organised 17th session of Dekho Apna Desh webinar series
on Exploring River Nila
Ministry of Tourism organized the 17th session of the Dekho Apna Desh
webinar on 9 May 2020. The webinar was titled 'Exploring River Nila' was about
showcasing meaningful travel experiences for travelers that are offered by
relatively unvisited places.
Exploring River Nila:
The webinar took the participants on a journey into lesser-known towns and
villages along the River Nila also known as Bharathapuzha in Kerala. The river
offers authentic and unique experiences to the discerning travellers and explorers.
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The story 'Exploring River Nila' was modelled to showcase the tenets of
responsible tourism that involves finding uniqueness about a place, the people who
live in it and sharing it with the people who come to visit.
The webinar also showcased the local food, festivals, art forms, traditions, and also
about conserving the nature, landscapes, heritage, and community of the places that
people travel to.
Places like Palakkad, Thrissur and Malappuram districts in Kerala which can
be easily accessed by air through Coimbatore, Kochi, and Kozhikode airports were
included in the webinar.
Background:
The focus of the Dekho Apna Desh webinar series aims to promote domestic
tourism. The Ministry of Tourism to engage with the stakeholders of the tourism
industry and the citizens of the country to sustain their interest in travelling within
the country amid lockdown. The Participants in these webinars have included
tourism stakeholders, students, and the general public from all across the country.
The
sessions
of
webinars
are
available
on
the
htt
ps://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbzIbBmMvtvH7d6Zo_ZEHDA/featuredand
also on all social media handles of the Ministry of Tourism, Government of India.

National Fertilizers Ltd. sale rose to 71 percent in April 2020 despited
COVID-19 lockdown
Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers reported that National Fertilizers Ltd, a
PSU under GoI, registered a 71% growth in fertilizer sales in April 2020. The
stringent restrictions in April due to COVID-19 lockdown Company recorded
fertilizer sale of 3.62 Lakh MT in April 2020 compared to 2.12 Lakh MT in the
same period 2019.
Highlights:
National Fertilizers Ltd made fertilizers available to farmers during this crucial
period. It has achieved the highest-ever growth in sales in the month of April 2020.
NFL produced urea at its five plants located at Nangal and Bathinda in Punjab,
Panipat in Haryana, and two plants at Vijaipur in Madhya Pradesh. Though the
company has a production capacity of 35.68 Lakh MT of urea.
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With all these products, the company has recorded the highest-ever sale of 57 Lakh
MT in 2019-20, continuously for the fifth time in a row.
Maintaining optimum operations of these plants in difficult times is a big success
story especially towards fulfilling the Government's commitment to the farming
community of the country.
National Fertilizers Ltd:
Founded on: 1 September 1979
Headquarters: Noida, India
Chairman & MD: Mr. Manoj Mishra
NFL is India's largest Central Public Sector Enterprise, GoI, in the Fertilizer Sector.
It functions under the Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers. NFL has five gasbased ammonia-urea plants and it is the second-largest producer of Urea in India.

Centre launched Mission Sagar for assistance to Indian Ocean nations amid
COVID-19 crisis
Government of India launched "Mission Sagar" on 10 May. The aim is to provide
assistance to Indian Ocean Region Nations amid the coronavirus crisis. The
operation is being progressed in coordination with the Ministry of Defence (MoD)
and the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA). The mission is in line with the Prime
Minister's vision of SAGAR.
Mission Sagar:
The mission is a part of the Government of India outreach amidst the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic. Under the mission, Indian Naval Ship (INS) Kesari has
departed for Maldives, Mauritius, Seychelles, Madagascar, and Comoros, to
provide Food Items, COVID related Medicines including HCQ Tablets and Special
Ayurvedic Medicines with Medical Assistance Teams.
The Ship will deliver consignments of COVID related essential medicines
including Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) tablets, to Mauritius, Madagascar,
Comoros and Seychelles and about 600 tonnes of food items to the Maldives.
SAGAR Vision:
In 2015, GoI introduced its vision of the Indian Ocean called Security and
Growth for All in the Region (SAGAR). The aim is to seek economic and
security cooperation with India's neighbours, especially maritime neighbours, under
the vision. Under this vision, India would cooperate on the exchange of
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information, the building of infrastructure, coastal surveillance, and strengthening
mutual capabilities with its neighbour countries.

Registrar General of India released Birth rate, death rate, IMR data
Data released by the Registrar General of India stated that India's infant
mortality rate (IMR) has improved very marginally from 33 per 1,000 live births
in 2017 to 32 in 2018.
Report Highlights:
The report stated that Madhya Pradesh has the worst IMR in the country at 48 and
Nagaland stands the best at 4. In 2017, Madhya Pradesh's IMR stood at 47.
Among large states, Kerala has performed best with an IMR in single digits at 7.
Also, only Kerala state has now achieved the United Nations' sustainable
development goal in this regard.
The report stated that the largest decline in IMR has been registered by Mizoram,
with a decline from 15 to 5. Undivided Jammu and Kashmir has shown a decline
and is at 22, well below the national average of 32.
Child and infant mortality stands as a massive problem in India despite
improvements over the years. In 2018, an estimated 8,82,000 children under the age
of 5 died in India.
Registrar General of India also released data for death and birth rates. India's birth
rate stood at 20. The death rate was 6.2. Chhattisgarh has the highest death rate in
the country at 8 whereas Delhi has the lowest at 3.
Birth rate in India has declined from 36 in 1971 to 20 now. The death rate in 1971
was 14.9.
Note:
Mortality rate (or death rate) is a measure of the number of deaths in a particular
population, scaled to the size of that population, per unit of time.

Registration Committee recommends the ban use of TB drug on crops
The Registration Committee (RC) under the Central Insecticides Board and
Registration Committee (CIBRC) recommended a complete ban on the use of
antibiotics streptomycin and tetracycline on crops with immediate effect. It
suggested that other options were available for bacterial disease control. The
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decision was made at the 414th meeting of the RC held on 1 May 2020. The report
will be shared with the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) and the
Department of Agriculture Cooperation for necessary action on suggesting
alternatives.
Highlights:
The report recommended that streptomycin and tetracycline use be phased by
2022-end for crops for which no alternatives were available. It directed the
antibiotics to be used on crops strictly as per the label claim.
It also suggested measures to contain this malpractice and regulate it.
The assessment was carried out in the agricultural farms of Delhi, Punjab, and
Haryana. It was found that streptocycline, a 90:10 combination of streptomycin
and tetracycline. But it was observed that it is being routinely and indiscriminately
used by farmers in high doses in crops.
Streptomycin:
The World Health Organization (WHO) recognized streptomycin as a critically
important medicine for human use. It is used to treat tuberculosis (TB) patients in
India. It is also used in multidrug-resistant TB patients and in certain cases of TB
meningitis (brain TB).

MHA issues Standard Operating Protocol to facilitate movement of persons by
train
Union Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) has issued Standard Operating
Protocol (SOP) to facilitate the movement of persons by train amid lockdown
imposed to contain COVID-19 spread.
SOP:
As per the SOP, all the passengers entering the railway station will undergo a
compulsory medical screening for COVID-19 infection.
Movement of passengers to & fro and entry at the railway station will be
permitted only on the confirmed e-ticket.
During the travel and at the railway stations, Strict adherence to Health/hygiene
protocols and social distancing.
All passengers would be provided with hand sanitizer at entry and exit points at the
station and in coaches.
It will be ensured that all passengers wear face covers and masks at entry and
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during travel.
On arrival at their destination, the traveling passengers should adhere to all the
health protocols prescribed by the destination State/ UT.
Movement of trains shall be permitted by the Ministry of Railways (MoR), in a
graded manner, in consultation with the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare
(MoHFW) and MHA.

DSCL uses several measures to fight COVID-19 pandemic
Dehradun Smart City Limited (DSCL) has utilized the Integrated Command
and Control Centre for monitoring and surveillance activities in the fight against
coronavirus. To manage COVID-19, DSCL authorities have collaborated with
District Administration. To implement and execute several measures, technology
partners such as HPE, SGL, and Webline were remotely engaged by DSCL and
District Administration through video and teleconferencing.
Measures:
Integrated Command and Control Centre
DSCL introduced the process of monitoring the quarantine wards at the hospitals
through Dehradun Integrated Command and Control Centre. It used a CCTV
surveillance system and the video feed of the same AI-based Face Recognition at
Isolation/Quarantine location would be stored at the Integrated Command and
Control Centre (ICCC).
Lockdown Pass
DSCL developed a computer application named "Essential Service Lockdown
pass" for senior citizens, funeral, medical service, food supply & grocery service,
home delivery, IT & telecom service, etc.
Public Awareness Campaigns
The smart city aimed to spread awareness regarding the lockdown and the services
that have been provided by the Municipal Corporation and all other Government
services. The city is also motivating people through its various social media to
spread awareness among all the projects of DSCL.
Awareness through VMDs
COVID-19 awareness message is being published for citizens on Variable
Messaging Displays (VMDs) placed at Critical Junctions of the City. Display of
Emergency Numbers, Police, Health, and other important departments is being
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done on VMDs.

HRD Minister launched Helpline Bharosa on Cognitive Emotional
Rehabilitation Services for University Students of Odisha
Union Minister of Human Resource Development (HRD) Ramesh Pokhriyal
'Nishank' launched Central University of Odisha Helpline "Bharosa" and its
Helpline Number 08046801010 through a virtual platform in New Delhi on 11
May.
Highlights:
The aim is to relieve the distress of the student community during the troubled time
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Also, the helpline aims to provide Cognitive
Emotional Rehabilitation Services to all University Students of Odisha.
The Centre has taken several measures to safeguard the future of students.
The Ministry also emphasized the steps taken with regard to the new academic
calendar and virtual mode of education.
The Helpline will benefit the students and their parents, amongst others.
The Central and State Universities and other Institutions of Higher Education
across the country tis o emulate the Bharosa initiative.
The major features and services of the CUOs Helpline Bharosa that seeks to
address the problems of distressed students in the wake of COVID-19. In the pilot
phase, over 400 calls have been received in the Pilot Phase of the CUO Helpline.
The move by the Central University of Odisha aims to help the students in distress
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

KVIC Potters using innovative methods to prevent spread of Coronavirus
The Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) Potters are using
innovative methods to prevent the spread of Coronavirus. Every earthen pot made
by the KVIC potters in Kishanganj village of Baran district in Rajasthan carries a
message on ways to fight Coronavirus. The aim is to ensure that the message
reaches every household and members of the family come across the message every
time they drink water from it.
Highlights:
The potters have printed messages like, "Use Mask", "Stay Home, Stay Safe",
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"Prevention is Cure" and "Beware of Corona", on the pitchers whose sale has
gone up with a rise in temperature.
This will ensure that every member of a household reads the messages at least 4-5
times a day.
The move by the potters saying such a distinctive way of communicating with
masses will leave a great impact in the fight against Coronavirus.
Sashaktikaran Program:
The potters of KVIC benefit under Kumhar Sashaktikaran Program. The program is
an initiative aimed at strengthening the potters' community across the country. The
program has been launched in several remote areas in states like Uttar Pradesh,
Madhya Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Maharashtra, J&K, Haryana, Rajasthan, West
Bengal, Assam, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, Odisha, Telangana, and Bihar. In Rajasthan,
many districts including Jaipur, Kota, Jhalawar, and Sri Ganganagar have been
benefited by the program.
Under the scheme, the KVIC also provides equipment like blunger and pug mills
for mixing clay for making pottery products. The machines have eliminated
drudgery from the process of pottery making and resulted in higher income of
potters by 7-8 times.

Centre releases Rs.6,195 crore fund to 14 states to fight COVID-19 pandemic
The government released Rs.6,195.08 crore to 14 states as the second equated
monthly installment of the Post Devolution Revenue Deficit Grant on 11 May. The
move by the GoI aims to provide additional resources during the COVID-19 crisis.
Highlights:
The grant was recommended by the 15th Finance Commission (XVFC), and an
equal first installment of the grant was issued by the Centre to states on 14 March.
The Centre released advance payments of over Rs.1,276 crore to Kerala state,
around Rs.952 crore to Himachal Pradesh and over Rs.638 crore to Punjab.
Assam was given a fund of Rs.631 crore, Andhra Pradesh received Rs.491 crore,
Uttarakhand received Rs.423 crore, and West Bengal got Rs.417 crore.
The grant will help state governments to take preventive and mitigation measures
for containment of the COVID-19.
The states are asked to set up quarantine facilities, sample collection, and
screening, and setting up additional testing laboratories.
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The fund can be used to cover the cost of consumables, and purchase of personal
protection equipment (PPE) for healthcare, municipal, police, and fire authorities.
Also, it will be used for the purchase of thermal scanners, ventilators, air purifiers,
and consumables for government hospitals.

Madhya Pradesh launched first-ever FIR Aapke Dwar Yojana
Madhya Pradesh state government launched FIR Aapke Dwar Yojana 11 May
in Bhopal. With this, Madhya Pradesh has become the first state in the country to
implement such an innovative scheme. It was launched by the Madhya Pradesh
Home Minister Dr. Narottam Mishra.
FIR Aapke Dwar Scheme:
Under the scheme, the people would not be required to visit the police station to
lodge an FIR.
The scheme has been started as a pilot project in 23 Police Stations including one
urban and one rural Police Station at 11 Divisional Headquarters.
Under the scheme, the Dial 100 vehicle will have trained Head Constables to lodge
FIR.
FIRs in complaints of general nature will be lodged on the spot. In case of serious
complaints, guidance will be sought from senior officers.
The Minister also launched helpline 'Dial 112'. It will facilitate the immediate
availability of ambulance, police, and fire fighting services wherever needed.

Atal Pension Yojana completes five years
Atal Pension Yojana (APY) completed five years of its implementation on 9 May
2020. The scheme has achieved the milestone of 2.23 subscribers so far.
Atal Pension Yojana:
Atal Pension Yojana is the government's flagship social security scheme.
APY was launched on 9 May 2015 by Prime Minister Narendra Modi. The aim
of the scheme is to deliver old age income security, particularly to the workers in
the unorganized sector.
The scheme still remains relevant for addressing the challenges of the rapidly
increasing aging population of India.
The scheme provides the guarantee of minimum pension after 60 years of age.
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The scheme covers all the states and Union Territories (UTs) with male to female
subscription ratio of 57:43.
APY can be subscribed by any Indian citizen in the age group of 18-40 years
having a bank account.
The scheme provides a minimum guaranteed pension ranging from Rs.1,000 to
Rs.5,000 on attaining 60 years of age. The amount of pension is guaranteed for a
lifetime to the spouse on the death of the subscriber. In the event of the death of
both the subscriber and the spouse, the entire pension corpus is paid to the nominee.

New 177 mandis integrated with e-NAM platform
The Union Minister of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Narendra Singh Tomar
launched the integration of 177 new mandis with the National Agriculture
Market (e-NAM) on 11 May. The move is to strengthen agriculture marketing and
facilitate farmers to sell their harvested produce through the online portal.
e-NAM platform:
The 177 new mandis are from 10 States and Union Territories (UTs).
The mandis integrated are as follows: Gujarat (17), Haryana (26), J&K (1), Kerala
(5), Maharashtra (54), Odisha (15), Punjab (17), Rajasthan (25), Tamil Nadu (13)
and West Bengal (1).
With the launch of 177 additional mandis, the total number of eNAM mandis
across the country is 962.
Earlier, 785 mandis were integrated with eNAM across 17 States and 2 UTs, with a
user base of 1.66 crore Farmers, 1.30 lakh traders, and 71,911 Commission Agents.
Currently, 150 commodities, including food grains, oilseeds, fibers, vegetables,
and fruits, are being traded on e-NAM.
More than 1,005 Farmer Producer Organisations (FPOs) have been registered on
the e-NAM platform and have traded 2900 MT of agri-produce worth Rs.7.92
Crores.
e-NAM:
National Agriculture Market (e-NAM) is an electronic trading portal across India.
The objective of the portal is to integrate the existing Mandis to "One Nation One
Market" for agricultural commodities in India. e-NAM was launched on 14 April
2016 by the Prime Minister Narendra Modi. Small Farmers Agribusiness
Consortium (SFAC) is the lead agency for implementing eNAM. The portal
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functions under the aegis of the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers' Welfare, GoI.
The NAM Portal provides a single-window service for all Agriculture Produce
Market Committee (APMC) related information and services which includes
commodity arrivals, quality & prices, provision to respond to trade offers, and
electronic payment settlement directly into farmers' accounts and helping them for
better market access.

Bengaluru launched Pranavayu programme to create awareness about
examining respiratory health
The Bengaluru city corporation, Karnataka has launched Pranavayu programme
to create awareness on the need to self examine the respiratory health for the city
people.
Pranavayu programme:
Pranavayu programme aims to create awareness through advertisements in media
about the need to carry out self examination for early detection of any ailment that
could aggravate the situation if contracted with the viral infection.
The initiative will allow them to monitor blood oxygen levels and heart rates of
patients showing influenza-like illnesses (ILI) in fever clinics.
Several deaths due to COVID-19 are reported due to Severe Acute Respiratory
illness (SARI).
Pranavayu awareness programme is an attempt to help people with low oxygen
level in their blood to get themselves checked early before their ailments become
fatal.
So far, Bengaluru Urban district in Karnataka reported 175 confirmed COVID-19
positive cases and 6 people have died due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 84 persons
have recovered and discharged. There are 21 containment zones in the city.

Department of Consumer Affairs partners with Safejob, Seekify for Suraksha
Store initiative
The Department of Consumer Affairs has launched the Suraksha Store initiative.
Under the initiative, the department has partnered with tech startups Safejob and
Seekify to use technology to prevent the spread of COVID-19 at the local Kirana
store level.
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Suraksha Store initiative:
The primary objective of the project is to educate Kirana store owners across the
country about the COVID-19 safety guidelines and protocols that are to be
followed while running their businesses.
The protocols were prepared by the Food Safety and Standards Authority of India
(FSSAI) and the Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA). It included norms around social
distancing and hygiene at all retail outlets.
The main objective of the initiative was to allow consumers to use the Aarogya
Setu app to find a Suraksha Store near them and shop.
Currently, more than 7 lakh retailers have enrolled for this training and over 70K
Kirana employees have completed the awareness training.

Ministry of MSME launches CHAMPIONS Portal
Union Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) has
launched the CHAMPIONS portal, a Technology-driven Control Room-CumManagement Information System. The CHAMPIONS stands here for the Creation
and Harmonious Application of Modern Processes for Increasing the Output
and National Strength.
CHAMPIONS:
CHAMPIONS portal aims to make the smaller units big by solving their
grievances, encouraging, supporting, helping, and handholding.
It has been developed as a real one-stop-shop solution of MSME Ministry. It is a
technology-packed control room-cum-management information system.
The system is enabled by Artificial Intelligence (AI), Data Analytics, and
Machine Learning in addition to ICT tools including telephone, internet, and
video conference.
As part of the system, a network of control rooms is created in a Hub & Spoke
Model. So far, 66 state-level control rooms are created as part of the system.

ICMR, NCDC to begin serosurvey to monitor COVID-19 prevalence at district
level
The Union Health Ministry announced that the Indian Council of Medical
Research (ICMR) and the National Centre for Disease Control (NCDC) has
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initiated a population-based serosurvey to monitor the trend in the prevalence of the
infection at the district level.
Highlights:
The two government research bodies will collaborate with key stakeholders for the
survey at 10 health facilities, of which 6 are public and 4 are private.
The serosurvey involves testing of blood serum of a group of individuals to
determine the presence of antibodies against that infection.
It is also planning to establish systematic surveillance for SARS-CoV-2 infection
in all districts of the country.
The surveillance will be in addition to the routine testing as per current testing
guidelines. The survey will include 200 samples per week and 800 samples per
month.
A minimum of 100 samples per week and 400 per month of healthcare workers
from selected districts would be tested.
Among the high-risk population, outpatient attendees (non-ILI patients) and
pregnant women among the low-risk group, and health care workers will be
tested.
Data on demographic characteristics will be collected on a specifically designed
standard data collection form.
The collected data will be analyzed locally for action using standard indicator
formats. Indicators will be made for person, place, time, and trend analysis.

US CDC announces USD 3.6 mn to assist Indias fight against coronavirus
pandemic
The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has announced $3.6
million to assist the Indian government's fight against COVID-19. The fund aims to
support prevention, preparedness, and response activities in India.
Highlights:
The CDC announced that it is to work with local partners to help India to
strengthen its public health workforce.
The initial tranche of funding aims to further strengthen and support the efforts
taken by the Indian government to increase laboratory capacity for SARS-COV-2
testing, including molecular diagnostics and serology.
The funds will be used to support the development of Infection Prevention and
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Control (IPC) centers of excellence. It is expected to improve the ability of hospital
networks to detect COVID-19 and strengthen local health systems through
enhanced surveillance and monitoring systems.
The support includes planning for health emergency operations centers to further
strengthen public health emergency management capacities.
The CDC India program will provide technical assistance for the governmentof
India's ongoing crisis emergency and risk communication efforts.

IIT-Guwahati organized Poster Making Competition under Ek Bharat
Shreshtha Bharat Campaign
Indian
Institute
of
Information
Technology
Guwahati
(IIIT-Guwahati) recently organized a Poster Making Competition under Ek
Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB) Campaign. The Ministry for Human Resource
Development (HRD) is the nodal ministry for EBSB campaign which is run along
with several other partner ministries and states. Students participated from their
homes for the competition held online due to the COVID-19 lockdown.
Highlights:
IIITG is committed to conducting the events under the banner of EBSB to promote
knowledge on the paired state Rajasthan among the students.
The topic of the competition was "RAJASTHAN TOURISM AND TRAVELS".
The poster making event was held in two categories- Digital and Handmade
category.
A total of 14 participants, of which 9 in the digital category and 5 in the handmade
category.
Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat:
Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat was launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 31
October, 2015. It was launched on the occasion of the 140th birth anniversary of
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. The campaign aims to promote the knowledge of the
culture, traditions, and practices of different States & Union Territories (UT) will
lead to an enhanced understanding and bonding between the States. It aims to
strengthen the unity and integrity of India. The campaign also focuses on creating
an environment that promotes learning between States by sharing best practices and
experiences.
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Tribal Affairs Minister held video conference on Tribal livelihoods and safety
The Union Minister of Tribal Affairs Arjun Munda held a video conference
with States/UTs on Tribal livelihoods and safety in New Delhi on 13 May. The
conference was attended by Chief Ministers, Deputy Chief Ministers, State
Ministers for Tribal Affairs, and state ministers for Forests from more than 20
states/UTs along with senior State officials.
Highlights:
The Union Minister reviewed the working of Prime Minister's Vandhan
Yojana in the States.
It is expected that boosting the Minor Forest Produce along with value addition
and marketing through Van Dhan Vikas Kendras (VDVKs) and fair support price
will prove to be a boon to generate additional livelihoods for the migrants who are
returning home amid the COVID-19 lockdown.
The conference recommended the setting up of small scale units at the village level
to employ the tribal returnees from different States and on the need for taking
advantage of inherent traditional knowledge among the tribals.
It also highlighted the need to develop a Market chain to take the rural products of
Organic nature to National and International markets.
So far, 1205 VDVKs have been set up across states. IT has benefitted 3.75 lakh
beneficiaries through 18075 Self-help Groups. Nearly Rs.166 crore has been
sanctioned for setting up the VDVKs to date.

Study states that Indias under-5 mortality rate since 2000 dropped by 49
percent
Two scientific papers of India on child survival by the State-Level Disease
Burden Initiative stated that the under-5 Mortality Rate in India has dropped by
49% since 2000. Also, there is a six-fold variation in the rate between states and an
11-fold variation between various districts.
Highlights:
The study highlighted that there were 1.04 million under-5 deaths in 2017, down
from 2.24 million in 2000. Neonatal deaths were reduced from 1.02 million in 2000
to 0.57 million in 2017.
Neonatal Mortality Rate (NMR) was reduced by 38% since 2000. There is a 5-fold
variation in the rate between the states and 8-fold variation between the districts of
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India.
It also highlighted the child mortality and child growth failure indicators have
improved substantially across India from 2000 to 2017. Also, inequality between
districts has increased.
It highlighted that over 68% of under-5 deaths in India are attributable to the child
and maternal malnutrition.
It also reported the largest contributors within this risk factor are low birth weight
and short gestation of 46% and child growth failure of 21%.
11% of under-5 deaths are attributable to unsafe water and sanitation and 9% to air
pollution. Meanwhile, 83% of the neonatal deaths are attributable to low birth
weight and shorter gestation.
The study stated that leading causes of under-5 deaths in India are lower
respiratory infections of 17.9%, preterm birth of 15.6%, diarrhoeal diseases of
9.9%, and birth asphyxia and trauma of 8.1%. The death rate for all the major
causes decreased between 2000 and 2017.

GoI extends lockdown with economic package of Rs.20 lakh crores
Government of India announced aRs.20 lakh crore stimulus package, equivalent
to about 10% of India's Gross domestic product (GDP). It aimed at making the
country self-reliant and reviving the stalled economy. Atma Nirbhar Bharat
Abhiyaan or Details of the plan will be unveiled by Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman.
The announcement comes after the Government of India extended the lockdown
from 18 May (Lockdown 4.0). The reforms announced by PM Narendra Modi
include supply chain reforms for agriculture, rational tax system, simple and clear
laws, capable human resources and a strong financial system.
5 Pillars:
The 5 pillars announced by the PM are:
1) Infrastructures that will become symbol of modern India.
2) The Economical changes that will not only bring incremental change but help in
quantum jump.
3) Technology-driven system will help fulfill the dreams of the 21st century.
4) The demography of India is the source and strength of self-reliant India.
5) The supply cycle and demand will be focused to make sure the country harnesses
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its complete potential.

Macpower unveils indigenous hot air seam sealing machine for PPE kits
Gujarat-based Macpower unveiled indigenous hot air seam sealing machines
for PPE kits. This is India's first indigenous hot air seam sealing machine. It can be
used to manufacture PPE kits at half the price of the imported ones. The machine
was unveiled by Gujarat Chief Minister Vijay Rupani.
Highlights:
The device can be used to seal the seam of the personal protection equipment
(PPE) kits so that viruses cannot penetrate from the small pores and infect the
person. The PPE kits will become 100% secure when they are completely sealed.
So far, the machine was being imported at a higher cost, and it takes 3-4 months to
get the delivery.
The cost of the machine developed by Macpower is 50% less than those imported
from abroad.
In Phase I, the company will manufacture 200 units of the machine at Rs.4 lakh.

NDB provides USD 1 billion loan to India to fight COVID-19 pandemic
The Shanghai-based New Development Bank of the BRICS (Brazil, Russia,
India, China, South Africa) countries have fully disbursed $1 billion emergency
assistance loan to India to help it contain the spread of COVID-19 and reduce
human, social and economic losses caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. The
'Emergency Assistance Program Loan' to India was approved by the NDB Board
of Directors on 30 April.
Highlihts:
The move aims to mobilize resources for infrastructure and sustainable
development projects in BRICS countries and other emerging economies and
developing nations, complementing the existing efforts of multilateral and regional
financial institutions for global growth and development.
It is aimed to support the Indian government to contain the spread of COVID-19
and reduce human, social and economic losses caused by the coronavirus outbreak.
The programme includes Healthcare Sector Emergency Response and
Strengthening Social Safety Net for expenditures already incurred since 1 January
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2020.
It aims to prevent, detect, and respond to the threat posed by the COVID-19,
funding critical healthcare expenditure that will enhance healthcare capacity in
India and strengthen national health systems preparedness and provide immediate
economic assistance to the vulnerable and affected groups. It will facilitate
economic and social recovery.
New Development Bank:
Formation: July 2014 (Treaty signed), July 2015 (Treaty in force)
Headquarters: Shanghai, China
Membership: Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa
Official language: English
President: K.V. Kamath

Jammu and Kashmir to provide tap water to every household by 2022
December
Jammu and Kashmir announced that it will provide a tap water connection to
all rural households by December 2022 under the Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM). In
the year 2020, the State is planning for 100% coverage of all 5,000 villages of 3
districts namely Gandharbal, Srinagar, and Raisi.
Highlights:
Action plan for the move was submitted to the Department of Drinking Water &
Sanitation.
There are 18.17 lakh households in the Union Territory (UT), out of which 5.75
lakhs are already provided with Functional Household Tap Connections
(FHTCs). Out of the remaining households, J&K plans to provide 1.76 lakh
households by 2020-21.
The UT is likely to get Rs.680 crore as the Central government's share under JJM
for the current financial year. The Union Territory is eligible for additional
allocation based on physical and financial performance.
The UT Administration is planning 100% coverage by December 2022 ahead of
the national goal by 2024-25.
Out of 98 water testing laboratories, the UT plans NABL accreditation of 10 labs
during 2020. Field Testing Kits will be provided at the community level for testing
water quality for taking corrective measures.
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Village Action Plans have been carried out for villages, based on which the action
plan has been finalized. The aim is to mobilize the community to inculcate a sense
of ownership.
Jal Jeevan Mission:
The main objective of Jal Jeevan Mission is to provide every rural household in
the country an FHTC for drinking water in an adequate quantity of prescribed
quality on a regular and long-term basis at affordable service delivery charges
leading to improvement in their living standards. Through the mission, the
Government intends to ensure the rural communities are safe from being infected
amidst the COVIDid-19 pandemic by providing the poor and marginalized sections
of the society water supply through tap connections inside their house premises.

Ministry of Tourism organized 18th webinar titled Odisha-Indias Best kept
secret under Dekho Apna Desh series
The Ministry of Tourism organized the 18th Dekho Apna Desh webinar series
on 12 May 2020. It was titled 'Odisha-India's Best kept secret' and took the
participants on a virtual journey into Odisha.
Highlights:
The webinar gave a brief introduction to the State of Odisha and highlighting on
the key selling proposition of Odisha such as its ancient civilization, famous
temples with Kalinga style of architecture, long coastline endowed with beautiful
beaches, arts and handicrafts, culture, popular dance forms such as Odissi, Gotipua,
forests.
The state's initiative in promoting Eco-Tourism sites was highlighted.
The 18th session of the Ministry of Tourism webinar series highlighted Odisha's
bouquet of wonderful offerings which are unique in characters such as ancient
ruins and legendary shrines; Indigenous tribes and traditions, Buddhist heritage;
Royal Heritage, wilderness; Adventure activities; Coastal breaks and seafronts;
picture-perfect campsites, culture, handicrafts, fair and festivals.
The virtual journey showcased places like Bhitarkanika Wildlife Sanctuary,
Udaipur Beach, Manglajodi-unique wetland, Satpada, Chilika lake known for
sighing of unique Irrawaddy dolphins, Simlipal National Park, Debrigarh National
Park-Ecotourism site at Hirakud reservoir, waterfall, Silent Valley-Gorge,
Daringbadi nature Camp, Mahanadi Gorge, Bhetnoi, Beach Locations, Tribal
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heritage, arts and crafts, textiles, dance forms, festivals and cuisine.

IIT-G, Duke-NUS carry out data-driven assessment of COVID-19 situation in
India
Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati (IIT-Guwahati) and the Duke-NUS
Medical School, Singapore have partnered and used data science models to analyze
and predict the total number of infected people for different States in India in the
next 30 days.
Highlights:
The researchers used the Susceptible Infectious Susceptible (SIS) models, along
with the model-free daily infection-rateand analyzed factors in the exponential,
the logistic model.
The report is based on the growth of recent active cases, along with the daily
infection-rate (DIR) values for each State.
A state is labelled as 'severe' if there is a non-decreasing trend in DIR values over
the last two weeks along with a near exponential growth in active infected cases.
A state is labelled 'moderate' if an almost decreasing trend in DIR values is
observed over the last two weeks along with neither increasing nor decreasing
growth in active infected cases.
A state is labelled 'controlled' if a decreasing trend in the last two weeks' DIR
values is observed along with a decreasing growth in active infected cases.
The researchers recommended that this composite prediction will be used for
assessment purposes for each State. States that are in a severe category are expected
to take serious preventive measures immediately to combat the COVID-19
pandemic.

Haryana to provide tap water connection to all rural households by 2022
December
Haryana state government announced that it is to provide tap water connection
to all rural households by December 2022. The State has provided 1.05 lakh tap
connections during 2019-20 under the Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM).
Highlights:
Haryana expects to be among the leading states to accomplish the ambitious target
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of providing a tap connection to each rural household.
Department of Drinking Water & Sanitation reported there are 28.94 lakh
households in Haryana, out of which 18.83 lakh are already provided with
Functional Household Tap Connection (FHTCs). Of the remaining 10.11 lakh
households, Haryana plans to provide tap connections in 7 lakh households by
2020-21.
During 2020, the State is planning for 100% coverage of 1 district and 2,898
villages out of a total of 6,987 villages.
Amid COVID-19 pandemic, the state government's attempt to provide household
tap connections in rural areas will definitely improve the ease of living especially
the women and girls. This will reduce their drudgery, making them safe and lead a
dignified life.

Delhi Police launched Thermal Corona Combat Headgear to enhance social
distancing
Delhi Police launched Thermal Corona Combat Gear (TCCH) through
which police personnel will be able to detect the temperature of a large number
of people from a distance of 10-15 metres. The initiative was launched by the
police in collaboration with Indian Robotics Solution (IRS).
Highlights:
The first of its kind of equipment will ensure the safety of the frontline warriors
and enforce social distancing.
The wearer of the headgear will be able to scan the elevated body temperatureEBT. It will help in thermally scanning individuals from a safe distance of 10m to
15m.
With the help of this equipment, live imagery can be sent to a centralized control
centre. Frontline workers can scan people without coming in close contact with
them in public areas such as hospitals, supermarkets, and crowded areas.
Thermal Corona Combat Drone-(TCCD):
The Delhi Police has also launched a 'Thermal Corona Combat Drone-(TCCD)'
in tow with the same startup. The drone is fitted with a day-vision camera that can
see the real image of the personnel, a disinfectant tank to sanitize an area when a
suspected person is taken away for further tests, a spotlight with a night utility
camera, a loudspeaker for giving instructions and a medical box to carry essentials
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like medicines or portable coronavirus testing kits. The drone has been successfully
tested at Majnu ka Tila Basti, three slums in Noida Sector 15 and 16, and Gurugram
where over more than 150 people were screened effectively as a sample size.

Atma Nirbhar Bharat Abhiyan ranks among biggest in world
Government of India allocated total spending of Rs.20 lakh crore under "Atma
Nirbhar Bharat Abhiyan or Self-reliant India Mission" to fight the COVID-19
pandemic. This is among the largest economic stimulus package announced by
nations across the world. The allocated fund is about 10% of India's GDP in
2019-20. With this move, India would rank behind Japan, the US, Sweden,
Australia, and Germany.
Highlights:
The relief package includes Rs.1.7 lakh crore package the government had
announced in March and the steps were taken by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
such as liquidity enhancing measures and interest rate cuts.
The Rs.20 lakh crore package includes:
In March, India committed Rs.1.7 lakh crore ($22.6 billion) in COVID-19 related
relief measures that included free foodgrains to poor and some cash to poor senior
citizens and women.
IN March, the RBI announced Rs.3.7 lakh crore of liquidity support and another
Rs.2 lakh crore in April.
The RBI had also said its measures provided support equivalent to 3.5% of the
GDP.
Other countries:
Japan has announced a package equivalent to 21.1% of its GDP.
The US measures work out at an estimated 13% of GDP.
Sweden has announced a stimulus equal to 12% of its GDP
Australia allocated 10.8% of GDP to tackle COVID-19.
Germany has announced spending of around $815 billion, equal to 10.7% of its
GDP.

Nafed procures Pulses and Oilseeds amid lockdown
National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation of India (NAFED),
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under the Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare,
Government of India, procured pulses and oilseeds amid lockdown.
Procurement of crops by NAFED:
Nafed procured 3.17 Lakh MT Gram (Chana) from 9 States namely Andhra
Pradesh, Telangana, Karnataka, Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh,
Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, and Haryana.
3.67 Lakh MT Mustard has been procured from 5 States namely Rajasthan,
Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Gujarat, and Haryana.
1.86 Lakh MT Toor has been procured from 8 States namely Tamil Nadu,
Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh,
Gujarat, and Odisha.
In Rabi Marketing Season (RMS) 2020-21, a total of 277.38 Lakh MT wheat is
arrived in Food Corporation of India (FCI) out of which 268.90 Lakh MT is
purchased.
In Rabi season 2020-21, a total of 3208 designated procurement centers for Rabi
pulses and oilseeds are available in 11 States.
Also, during the lockdown period around 9.25 crore farmer families have been
benefitted and an amount of Rs.18,517 crore has been released so far.
NAFED:
NAFED was established on 2 October 1958. Nafed was registered under the MultiState Co-operative Societies Act. The main objective of Nafed is to promote Cooperative marketing of agricultural produce to benefit the farmers. Agricultural
farmers are the main members of Nafed, who have the authority to say in the form
of members of the General Body in the working of Nafed.

Narendra Singh Tomar held meeting Pesticide Manufacturing Industry
representatives to prevent locust attacks
The Union Minister of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Narendra Singh
Tomar held a meeting with representatives of the Pesticide Manufacturing
Industry through video conferencing to check the strategy to prevent locust attacks
on agricultural fields.
Measures:
GoI is taking several measures to ensure uninterrupted sowing and harvesting
operations amid lockdown.
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The Central and State Governments are working together on the Desert Locust
Control measures and have been able to check its spread. In this regard, mew
machines have been ordered from the United Kingdom.
The locust invasion was first noticed in 2019 and the farmers were taken unawares
as it took place after decades.
The Centre has compensated farmers who suffered losses from the National
Disaster Response Force (NDRF) Fund.
Amid COVID-19 lockdown, the Locust Control Offices have been working since
11 April 2020 with 50 spray equipment/vehicles, in coordination with officials of
the District Administration and State Agriculture Department.
Tractor mounted sprayers and fire-tender vehicles are deployed at various locations
in locust control. Additional equipment is also being procured to increase the
control capacity of Locust Control Organizations.
Background:
On 11 March 2020, a high-level virtual meeting on desert locusts in Southwest
Asian countries including Afghanistan, India, Iran, and Pakistan was held at the
FAO's office in New Delhi, India. Technical information was exchanged during the
conference.

Finance Minister announced measures for relief and credit support related to
businesses
Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced a Special economic and
comprehensive package of Rs.20 lakh crores on 13 May 2020, equivalent to 10%
of India's GDP, for relief and credit support related to businesses, especially Micro,
Small & Medium Enterprises (MSMEs), to support Indian Economy's fight against
COVID-19 pandemic. The Union Minister of Finance & Corporate Affairs
Nirmala Sitharaman announced several measures of the Economic Package called
Aatma Nirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan or Self-Reliant India Movement.
Highlights:
Several measures included in the economic package are:
For businesses, including MSMEs, Rs.3 lakh crore emergency Working Capital
Facility has been allocated
Rs.20,000 crore Subordinate Debt for stressed MSMEs
Rs.50,000 crore equity has been planned to be infused through MSME Fund of
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Funds
New Definition of MSME and other Measures for MSME
No Global tenders for Government tenders of up to Rs.200 crore
Extending the Employees Provident Fund Support for business and organized
workers for another 3 months for salary months of June, July and August 2020
EPF Contribution to be reduced for Employers and Employees for 3 months to
10% from 12% for all establishments covered by EPFO for the next 3 months
Rs.30,000 crore Special Liquidity Scheme for NBFC/HFC/MFIs
Rs.45,000 crore Partial credit guarantee Scheme 2.0 for Liabilities of Non-Banking
Financial Company (NBFCs)/Micro Finance Institutions (MFIs).
Rs.90,000 crore Liquidity Injection for power distribution companies (discoms).
Relief to Contractors given by extension of up to 6 months for completion of
contractual obligations, including in respect of EPC and concession agreements
Relief to Real Estate Projects the registration and completion date for all registered
projects will be extended up to six months.
Tax relief to business as pending income tax refunds to charitable trusts and noncorporate businesses and professions to be issued immediately
Reduction in Rates of 'Tax Deduction at Source' and 'Tax Collected at Source' by
25% for the remaining period of FY 20-21
Due Dates for various tax-related compliances have been extended.

Bhagalpur Smart City uses innovative technological initiatives to fight
COVID-19 pandemic
Bhagalpur Smart City Limited (BSCL) has taken several measures to combat
COVID-19 using various initiatives. Use of International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) and technology for guiding and spreading awareness has been
the cornerstone for BSCLs support to the city in the fight against COVID-19.
Key initiatives:
The key initiatives taken up by BSCL include use of technology for spreading
awareness; innovative IEC measures for sharing experience during lock-down
periods; establishment of shelters for vulnerable population and distribution of
supplies and food and other protection measures such as sanitizer preparation and
distribution, mask and gloves distribution, disinfection tunnel and so on.
Mera Bhagalpur:
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BSCL launched a mobile app named "Mera Bhagalpur" and used it to create
awareness, provide important information at a single point, and engage people to
keep their morale high during this pandemic period. Mera Bhagalpur mobile app
has the following features: Daily City Updates regarding COVID-19, Do's and
Don'ts - to fight with COVID-19, Important Announcement by Government
departments, List of Doctors, Emergency Numbers of all Government departments,
List of Volunteers, Quick Contact, BSCL Channel.
BSCL has taken several initiatives to support the production of hand sanitizer and
got the same distributed to Government departments, Corona Warriors, and
residents.
BSCL Launched a storytelling series with a tagline 'Lockdown Ke Panney', for
sharing a new story which is based on various experiences of the lockdown period.
It aims to introspect and explore the people's hidden talents, appreciation of
sacrifices done by homemakers and housewives for family, and motivates them to
connect with nature, improves bonding with family and understanding of Rich
Indian Culture.

KVIC issues revised guidelines to implement Vocal for Local initiative
The Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) issued revised guidelines
to expedite the implementation of projects under the flagship programme Prime
Minister's Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP) to hand-hold local
production. The move comes after Prime Minister Narendra Modi's "vocal for
local" appeal.
Revised guidelines:
KVIC instructed the agencies concerned to scrutinize the applications under
PMEGP and forward it to banks for disbursal of funds within 26 days.
The commission aims to bring down this time-frame to 15 days.
It also made it mandatory for implementing agencies to guide and hand-hold the
applicants for the formulation of proposals and assist them till sanction of loan.
KVIC instructed all its agencies to follow up with banks for the early sanction of
loans.
As per the revised guidelines, the Monitoring Cell at KVIC, Mumbai will monitor
the application process on a daily basis. Also, it will give feedback to the
implementing agencies every fortnight. The progress report will be placed for the
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perusal of the CEO and Chairman of KVIC.
As per the guidelines, the implementing agencies must ensure that the applicant
has secured at least 60 marks out of 100 in the scorecard, at the time of scrutiny.
Similarly, technical feasibility like availability of raw material, manpower, access
to transport, and electricity must be examined so as to reduce rejections at the bank
level.
The implementing agencies of KVIC should examine the market study, assessment
of demand for the proposed product, similar projects in the vicinity, and the market
strategy.
The agencies should also ensure that the proposal falls under the selected bank's
jurisdiction to avoid rejection on that ground.

CAPF canteens to sell Indigenous Products from 1 June
Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) announced that all the Central Armed Police
Forces (CAPF) canteens and stores across the country will sell only indigenous
products, from 1 June 2020. The move comes after Prime Minister Narendra Modi
appealed for vocal for local. The announcement was made by the Union Home
Minister Amit Shah.
Highlights:
The total purchase value of the move by MHA would be around Rs.2800 crore.
Under this move, 50 lakh family members of about 10 lakh CAPF personnel will
use indigenous products.
MHA directed the people to use the products made in the country as much as
possible and encourage others to do the same.
The move aims to turn the COVID-19 crisis into an opportunity.

Ministry of AYUSH, CSIR partners to conduct trial for 4 AYUSH
formulations to fight coronavirus
The Ministry of AYUSH and the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research
(CSIR) have partnered to validate four Ayush formulations against COVID-19.
The trials are expected to start within one week. The results will be given in 3
months.
Highlights:
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The partnership is a clinical study multi-centric in different parts of the country
and variable design. for this purpose, a task-force has been formed and have
prepared guideline for the clinical trial
Under the move, four candidates namely Ashwagandha, Yashtimadhu
(Mulethi), Guduchi + Pippali (Giloy), and AYUSH-64 will be used for the trial.
These drugs were invented for the treatment of malaria. Repurposing is currently
going on.
Under the partnership, a competitive study between Hydroxychloroquine and
Ashwagandha has been planned.
The four formulations will be tried as an add-on therapy and standard care for
COVID-19 patients.

ICMR issues guidance on COVID-19 rapid antibody test kits
The apex health research body, Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR),
issued guidance on rapid antibody test kits for COVID-19 and also listed the
manufacturers on 14 May. The manufacturers were listed as the importer licenses
of two Chinese firms, namely Guangzhou Wondfo Biotech and Zhuhai Livzon
Diagnostics, which were cancelled by the Central Drugs Standard Control
Organisation (CDSCO) after kits supplied by them showed wide-variation under
field conditions.
Highlights:
In its guidance, ICMR stated that these rapid antibody tests are not recommended
for the diagnosis of COVID-19 infection.The testing technique is used to detect
antibodies in the blood of people who may have had coronavirus infection.
The tests will be done on plasma samples or serum samples or blood samples. The
results of the tests will be available in 30 minutes.
So far, 42 antibody-based rapid tests has been validated at the National Institute of
Virology (NIV), Pune.
The antibody test kits are used only for surveillance as there are high chances of
these kits producing false negatives at the early stages of COVID-19.
The list of firms includes Abbott Laboratories Zydus Cadilla, HLL Lifecare
Limited, India, and SIDAK Life Care Pvt. Ltd, among others.
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PM CARES Fund allocates Rs.3,100 crore for migrant workers, ventilators
and vaccine development
Prime Ministers Citizen Assistance and Relief in Emergency Situations (PM
CARES) trust has allocated Rs.3,100 crore for fight against COVID-19 pandemic.
Highlights:
Out of the total, a sum of around Rs.2,000 crore will be earmarked for the
purchase of ventilators. To tackle COVID-19 cases across the country, 50,000
Made-in-India ventilators will be purchased. The ventilators will be provided to
government-run COVID hospitals in all States and Union Territories (UTs) for
better treatment of the critical COVID-19 cases.
For the welfare of the migrants and poor, the States/UTs will be given an
assistance of total Rs.1,000 crore. It will be used to strengthen the efforts in
providing medical treatment, accommodation facilities, making food arrangements,
and making transportation arrangements of the migrants.
To support the COVID-19 vaccine designers and developers, a sum of Rs.100
crore will be given.
PM CARES Trust:
PM CARES Trust was formed on 27 March 2020. The trust is headed by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi. The other ex-officio Members of the trust are Defence
Minister, Home Minister and Finance Minister.

India ranked 74th on the global Energy Transition Index
As per the World Economic Forum (WEF) annual rankings, India has secured the
74th position on the global Energy Transition Index (ETI). In the previous year,
India ranked 76th.
Key findings:
India showed improvements in all key parameters of economic growth, energy
security, and environmental sustainability.
In WEF rankings, Sweden topped for a third consecutive year in the ETI. It is
followed by Switzerland and Finland in the second and third positions
respectively.
The 2020 results showed that 75% of countries have improved their environmental
sustainability.
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India:
India has gained from a government-mandated renewable energy expansion
programme, which has now extended to 275 GW by 2027.
As per the report, India has made significant strides in energy efficiency through
bulk procurement of LED bulbs, smart meters, and programs for labelling of
appliances. India is also experimenting with similar measures to drive down the
costs of electric vehicles (EV).
India's improvement has come in economic development and growth, energy
access and security, and environmental sustainability.
Top 8 countries of the list are:
1) Sweden
2) Switzerland
3) Finland
4) Denmark
5) Norway
6) Austria
7) UK
8) France

DST supports assistive tools to combat challenges faced by Divyangjan,
Elderly during COVID-19 pandemic
The Department of Science and Technology (DST) has taken several measures to
mitigate the impact of COVID-19 among Divyangjan and Elderly. It has identified
various challenges faced by them for finding technological solutions.
Highlights:
The Science for Equity Empowerment and Development (SEED) Division of
DST has supported organizations that have been instrumental in developing various
assistive tools, technologies, and techniques through its programme on Technology
Interventions for Disabled and Elderly (TIDE).
The programme aims to create inclusiveness and universal accessibility for
Divyangjan and Elderly.
Assistive tools:
Under this programme, an e-Tool to create awareness and impart health and
hygiene-related information along with education and entertainment to overcome
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the loneliness of the persons with intellectual disabilities, due to the COVID-19
pandemic is used. It was developed by Rajalakshmi Engineering College, Chennai.
This will help persons with Intellectual Disability to learn with fun through Tabs
and mobiles. The e-Tool can also be converted to other vernacular languages and
the Beta Version of the e-tool is being used by 200 specially-abled children.
A wearable sensor device has been developed by PSG College of Technology,
Coimbatore to remotely monitor the activities of Elderly and Divyangjan staying
alone or those who happen to be under quarantine or isolation wards. The device
costs Rs.1500 when produced in bulk.
A wearable rehabilitation band with real-time monitoring and feedback of the
recovery process through guided rehabilitation protocols has been developed for the
elderly with motor function disabilities.

Harsh Vardhan participated in the 32nd Commonwealth Health Ministers
Meeting
Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Union Minister of Health & Family Welfare participated in
the 32nd Commonwealth Health Ministers' Meeting through Video Conference
on 14 May. The timely, graded, and proactive measures taken by the Indian
government towards COVID-19 management were highlighted during the meeting.
Highlights:
The theme of the conference was "Delivering a co-ordinated Commonwealth
COVID-19 response."
GoI's aim to protect lives by mitigating the explosive growth of the disease and by
ensuring that the healthcare system is able to cope up with the growth of the disease
was discussed.
The need to work on the causes of the pandemic and discover drugs and vaccines
to control transmission and prevent a recurrence.
The Indian government has announced an economic package of more than $265
billion to support economic recovery and to support vulnerable segments of the
population.
India has provided essential medicines such as Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) to
around 100 needy countries, extending solidarity and support during this time of
crisis.
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MHRD launched e-Governance platform, SAMARTH
Department of Higher Education, Ministry of Human Resource Development
(MHRD) has developed an e-Governance platform, SAMARTH Enterprises
Resource Planning (ERP), under theNational Mission of Education in
Information and Communication Technology Scheme (NMEICT).
Aim:
The aim of the e-Governance platform, SAMARTH, is to provide quality education
to students across all Universities & Higher Education Institutions (HEIs). The
objective of this initiative is to automate the processes of the Institute. This
initiative will also enhance productivity through better information management in
the institute by seamless access to information, and its utilization for various
purposes.
SAMARTH:
SAMARTH is an Open Standard Open Source Architecture, Secure, Scalable,
and Evolutionary Process Automation Engine for Universities and Higher
Educational Institutions.
It caters to faculty, students and staff at a University/Higher Educational
Institutions.
The platform has been implemented at theNational Institute of Technology
(NIT), Kurukshetra, a participating unit under the World Bank-supported
Technical Education Quality Improvement Program (TEQIP).
So far, a total of 38 modules have been implemented in NIT, Kurukshetra. They
are Organigram, Organizational Unit, Users, Employee Management, Grievance
Management (Employee), RTI Management, Legal Case Management, Leave
Management, Estate Management, Fee Management, Vendor Bill Tracking, File
Management & Tracking, Inventory Management, Research Project Management,
Programmes Management, Payroll, Recruitment Management, Health Facilities
Management, Knowledge Management, Transport Management, Content
Federation (CFS), Training & Placements, Hostel Management, Budget and
Accounts, Sports Facilities Management, Uni Web Portal, Student Lifecycle,
Endowment, College Affiliation, Student Feedback Management, Minutes and
Retrieval/Document, Essential Services, Alumni Management, Core
Communication, IT Service Desk, Training of Trainers Management(ToT) and
Residence Allocation.
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SAMARTH team provides the software free of cost to NIT, Kurukshetra.

Harsh Vardhan dedicated COBAS 6800 testing machine
Union Minister of Health & Family Welfare Dr. Harsh Vardhan dedicated the
COBAS 6800, first of its kind, testing machine at the National Centre for Disease
Control (NCDC) to the nation on 14 May. GoI has procured such testing machines
for testing of COVID-19 cases for the first time. It is installed at NCDC.
COBAS 6800:
COBAS 6800 is a fully automated, high-end machine that performs real-time
PCR testing COVID-19 in the service of the nation.
The device will provide high quality, high-volume testing with a high throughput
of around 1200 samples in 24 hours. It will largely increase the testing capacity
with the reduction in pendency.
The machine is enabled with robotics that will minimize the chance of
contamination and the risk of infection to the health care workers as it can be
operated remotely with limited human intervention.
The machine requires a minimum BSL2+ containment level for testing and hence
it cannot be placed at just any facility.
COBAS 6800 can also detect other pathogens like HIV, Papilloma, CMV,
Chlamydia, Viral Hepatitis B & C, MTb (both rifampicin and isoniazide
resistance), Neiserreia, etc.
GoI has developed the capacity to conduct 1,00,000 tests per day.As of 14 May,
nearly 20 lakh tests for COVID-19 have been tested in India at more than 500
laboratories including 359 Government laboratories and 145 private laboratories in
the country.

Gujarat to implement sensor-based service delivery monitoring system under
Jal Jeevan Mission
Gujarat state government is to implement a sensor-based service delivery
monitoring system in the rural drinking water sector under the Jal Jeevan Mission
(JJM). The pilot project is already underway in two districts of the state.
The state is primarily a water-stressed state. It has dealt with the crisis with a very
strategic approach so far. The state has good community involvement in drinking
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water supply management, which began in 2002 through Water and Sanitation
Management Organisation (WASMO).The state recovers around 70% of annual
O&M expenditure from the community in the form of water service charges.
Highlights:
The project aims to monitor the functionality of water supply, which is potable
water in adequate quantity and of prescribed quality being provided to every rural
household on regularly on a long-term basis.
The Department of Drinking Water & Sanitation finalized the Annual Action Plan
for providing household tap connections to rural households for the FY 2020-21.
The state also has set up plans to face the difficulties in achieving the Functional
Household Tap Connections (FHTCs).
Out of 93.6 lakh rural households in the State, 65 lakh, over 70%, are already
having household tap connections.
The state govt. plans to provide 11.15 lakh household tap connections in rural
areas in 2020-21.
Gujarat state has set the target year of 100% coverage by the year September 2022.

Health Ministry issued guidelines for RT-PCR pool sampling for migrants
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare has issued a guideline for Reverse
transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) based pooled sampling for
migrants, returnees from abroad, and green zones.
Guidelines:
The guidelines are for the surveillance purposes of migrant labourers and
international passengers who are in institutional quarantine facilities.
Pooled sampling will be conducted for surveillance purposes in green zones
districts which have not reported any COVID-19 positive case in the last 21 days.
The guidelines state that a cohort of 25 people will be identified and the throat or
nasal swab will be collected as per the Indian Council for Medical Research's
(ICMR) protocol.
The pooled samples from 25 specimens will be tested in the lab by the RT-PCR
method. The report will then be conveyed to the quarantine facility within 24
hours.
If any of the pooled samples are tested positive, then individual samples from the
preserved pool would be tested. Samples will be preserved in the laboratory.
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Tribal Affairs Ministry, FB launched Goal programme for Digital Skilling of
Tribal Youth across India
Union Minister for Tribal Affairs Arjun Munda launched the "Going Online
As Leaders (GOAL) programme"of the Ministry of Tribal Affairs (MoTA) in
partnership with Facebook at a Webinar in New Delhi on 15 May. The programme
is in line with the vision of Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
GOAL programme:
The GOAL programme has been designed to provide mentorship to tribal youth
through digital mode.
The digitally-enabled program envisages acting as a catalyst to explore the hidden
talents of the tribal youth, which will help in their personal development and
contribute to all-round upliftment of their society.
Digital literacy has gained importance in view of challenges posed by the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The program intends to upskill and empower 5,000 tribal youths in the current
phase to harness the full potential of digital platforms and tools to learn new ways
of doing business, explore and connect with domestic and international
markets.The digital skilling and technology will integrate them into the
mainstream.
The programme has been designed with a long term vision to develop the potential
of tribal youth and women to help them acquire skills and knowledge through
mentorship in various sectors including horticulture, food processing, bee keeping,
tribal art and culture, medicinal herbs, entrepreneurship among others.
It will enable Scheduled Tribe (ST) youth in remote areas to use digital platforms
for sharing their aspirations, dreams, and talent with their mentors.
The programme also aims to create awareness amongst tribal beneficiaries about
various schemes initiated by Central and State Governments for welfare of STs as
well as their fundamental duties.

Foodgrains production in India to touch record 295.67 MT in 2019-20 crop
year
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers' Welfare stated that India's foodgrain
production has been estimated to touch a record of 295.67 million tonnes (MT) in
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the 2019-20 crop year. The Ministry released the third advance estimate.
Highlights:
As per the data provided by the Agriculture Ministry, it is the fourth consecutive
year that the country has witnessed record production buoyed by good rains.
This data showed an increase of 10.46 MT from 285.21 MT achieved in the
2018-19 crop year.
Record output is estimated in rice, wheat, coarse cereals, oilseeds, and cotton
during the 2019-20 crop year (July-June).
Rice and wheat production is estimated to set a record with 117.94 MT and 107.18
MT, respectively this year.

Sohrai Khovar painting, Telia Rumal gets GI Tag
Sohrai Khovar painting and Telia Rumal were given the Geographical
Indication (GI) tag by the Geographical Indications Registry headquartered in
Chennai.
Sohrai Khovar painting:
Jharkhand's Sohrai Khovar painting is a traditional and ritualistic mural art. It is
practised by local tribal women during local harvest and marriage seasons. The art
is drawn using the local, naturally available soils of different colours in the area of
the Hazaribagh district of Jharkhand.
The art is traditionally painted on the walls of mud houses. It is now seen on other
surfaces, too.
The style features a profusion of lines, dots, animal figures, and plants, often
representing religious iconography.
Telia Rumal:
Telia Rumals are offered at the Ajmer Sharif dargah in Rajasthan. The cloth is
worn as a veil by princesses at the erstwhile court of the Nizam of Hyderabad and
as a turban cloth by Arabs in the Middle East.
Telangana's Telia Rumal cloth involves intricate handmade work with cotton loom
displaying a variety of designs and motifs in three particular colours namely red,
black and white.
The cloth can only be created using the traditional handloom process and not by
any other mechanical means. If not, it will lose the very quality of the Rumal.
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Finance Minister announced third Tranche of Rs.20 lakh Economic Package
Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman announced the third Tranche of Rs.20
lakh Economic Package on 15 May in New Delhi. On 12 May, Prime Minister
Modi announced an Economic relief Package of Rs.20 lakh crore with an aim of
making it "Atma Nirbhar" or self-reliant.
Highlights:
GoI is to create a facilitative legal framework to enable farmers to engage with
processors, aggregators, large retailers, exporters in a fair and transparent manner.
Centre will formulate a law to provide adequate choices to the farmers to sell
produce at an attractive price, barrier-free interstate trade, and framework for etrading of agricultural produce.
GoI will implement a Rs.500 crore scheme of infrastructure development related to
integrated beekeeping development centres, collection, marketing & storage
centres, post-harvest, and value addition facilities. It is expected to lead to an
increase in income of 2 lakh bee-keepers.
The National Medicinal Plants Board will bring an 800-hectare area by developing
a corridor of medicinal plants along the banks of river Ganga.
Centre allocated Rs.4000 crore for the promotion of herbal cultivation. Under this,
10,00,000 hectares will be covered in the next 2 years.
Government has decided to amend the Essential Commodities Act. It will enable
better price realization for farmers and attract investments that will lead to
deregulation of prices for cereals, edible oils, oilseeds, pulses, onions, and potatoes.
Centre also announced the Animal Husbandry Infrastructure Development Fund of
Rs.15,000 crore to support investment in dairy processing.
Centre announced Rs.4,000 crore for promotion of herbal cultivation to bring 10
lakh hectares of land under herbal growing in the next 2 years.
A total outlay of Rs.13,343 crore has been allocated for the National Animal
Disease Control Programme for Foot and Mouth Disease and Brucellosis.
Pradhan Mantri Matsya Sampada Yojana for the development of marine and inland
fisheries will be given Rs.20,000 crore. It is expected to generate job opportunities
for 55 lakh people.
All Covid-19 related deadline extensions relating to fisheries activities which are
aimed to help marine and coastal farmers will be undertaken.
Government is to introduce a Rs.10,000 crores scheme for the formalization of
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Micro Food Enterprises (MFE).
Government aims to create an Rs.1 lakh crore Agri-Infrastructure Fund for farm
gate infrastructure for Indian farmers.
As an additional step for agriculture during the lockdown, Centre has announced
an amount more than Rs.74,300 crores for Minimum Support Price purchases and
Rs.18,700 crore for Kisan fund transfer.

e-NAM reaches milestone of 1000 Mandis across 18 States, 3 UTs
On 15 May, 38 new mandis were integrated with the e-NAM platform. With this
move, the pan-India electronic agriculture trading portal, e-NAM has reached the
milestone of 1,000 Mandis across 18 States and 3 Union Territories (UTS). The
information was announced by the Agriculture Ministry.
Highlights:
The 38 new Mandis include 19 Mandis from Madhya Pradesh, 10 Mandis from
Telangana, 4 from Maharashtra and one each in Gujarat, Haryana, Punjab, Kerala
and Jammu, and Kashmir.
e-NAM has become a tool for social distancing during the COVID-19 lockdown.
States/UTs are promoting virtual trading platform like e-NAM thereby reducing
human intervention in the handling the produce and trading ensured through
online mode.
e-NAM:
E-NAM was launched in 2016. It aims to network all the existing Mandis on a
common online market platform as 'One Nation, One Market' for agricultural
commodities in the country. It also aims at reducing transaction costs, bridging
information asymmetries, and helping the expansion of market access for farmers
and other stakeholders. So far, e-NAM has registered a user base of 1.66 crore
farmers, 1,31,000 traders, and more than 1,000 Farmers Producers Organizations.
Amid COVID-19 pandemic, Agriculture Ministry launched 3 new modules of
eNAM namely:
FPO Module on eNAM
Warehouse based Electronic Negotiable Warehouse Receipts (eNWR)
trading
Logistics Module
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Defence Minister approves Rs.400 crore Defence Testing Infrastructure
Scheme
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh approved the launch of the Defence Testing
Infrastructure Scheme (DTIS) with an outlay of Rs.400 crore. The aim is to
create a state of the art testing infrastructure for the defence sector and to boost
domestic defence and aerospace manufacturing.
Defence Testing Infrastructure Scheme:
DTID Scheme will run for a duration of 5 years. Unser the scheme, the MoD set up
6-8 new test facilities in partnership with the private industry.
The scheme will facilitate indigenous defence production, consequently, reduce
imports of military equipment and help make the country self-reliant.
The projects will be provided with up to 75% of government funding in the form
of 'Grant-in-Aid'. The other 25% of the project cost will be borne by the Special
Purpose Vehicle (SPV), whose constituents will be Indian private entities and State
Governments.
The SPVs will be registered under the Companies Act 2013.
It will operate and maintain all assets under the Scheme, in a self-sustainable
manner by collecting user charges. The systems that are tested will be certified as
per appropriate accreditation.
The majority of test facilities are expected to come up in the two Defence
Industrial Corridors (DICs). The Scheme is not limited to setting up Test Facilities
in the DICs only.

Minister Ramesh Pokhriyal launched set of 7 titles on Psycho-Social impact of
pandemic and lockdown and how to Cope With
Union Minister of Human Resource and Development Ramesh Pokhriyal
'Nishank' launched a set of seven titles on "Psycho-Social impact of pandemic &
lockdown and how to Cope With" by NBT, India. The titles are placed under the
corona studies series of NBT. NBT brought out a remarkable and unparalleled set
of books that will serve as guides to the mental well-being of people at large.
Highlights:
The Corona Studies Series was prepared by National Book Trust (NBT) to
document and provide relevant reading materials for all age-groups for the postCorona readership needs.
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The first-sub series of books focused on the Psycho-Social Impact of Pandemic
and how one should cope up with the current situation prepared by a Study Group
comprising of seven psychologists and counsellors constituted by NBT.
The titles were launched ater a complete Study at the various aspects of Psychosocial impact on seven different segments of the society. The study was done
through personal interviews, case studies and community perceptions that are based
on the response to the on-line questionnaire floated through the website and other
social media handles of NBT, India.

NDMA develops National Migrant Information System to facilitate movement
of migrant workers
National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) developed an online
Dashboard-National Migrant Information System (NMIS). The central online
repository aims to capture the information regarding the movement of migrants and
facilitate the smooth movement of stranded persons across States. NMIS was
developed after the Government of India allowed the movement of migrant workers
by buses and Shramik special trains to enable them to travel to their native places.
National Migrant Information System (NMIS):
The online portal will maintain a central repository on migrant workers and help in
speedy inter-State communication/co-ordination to facilitate their smooth
movement to native places.
NMIS has additional advantages like contact tracing, which may be useful in
overall COVID-19 response work.
The key data pertaining to the persons migrating has been standardized for
uploading such as name, age, mobile number, originating and destination district,
date of travel, etc., which States are already collecting.
States will be able to visualize how many people are going out from where and
how many are reaching destination States.
The mobile numbers of people can be used for contact tracing and movement
monitoring during COVID-19.
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
RCI develops DRUVS, automated UV system to sanitise electronic gadgets
Hyderabad based Research Centre Imarat (RCI), Defence Research and
Development Organisation (DRDO) premier lab, has developed Defence Research
Ultraviolet Sanitiser (DRUVS), an automated contactless ultraviolet C (UVC)
sanitisation cabinet.
DRUVS cabinet:
The cabinet has been designed to sanitise mobile phones, iPads, laptops, currency
notes, cheque leafs, challans, passbooks, paper, envelopes, etc.
The DRUVS cabinet has a contactless operation, which is very important to
contain the spread of the coronavirus.
The operation is made automatic and contactless as the proximity sensor
switches are clubbed with a drawer opening and closing mechanism.
It provides 360-degree exposure of UVC to the objects placed inside the cabinet.
After sanitizing it, the system goes into sleep mode, and hence the operator need
not wait or stand near the device.
NOTESCLEAN:
In another development, RCI has developed an automated UVC currency sanitising
device, called NOTESCLEAN. Bundles of currency notes can be sanitised using
DRUVS. Disinfection of each currency note using it will be a time-consuming
process. For that purpose, a sanitising technique has been developed, where one has
to just place the loose currency notes at the input slot of the device. It picks the
notes one by one and makes them pass through a series of UVC lamps for complete
disinfection.

DBT-BIRAC approves funding for 70 Proposals for funding in Vaccines,
Diagnostics
Department of Biotechnology and Biotechnology Industry Research Assistance
Council (BIRAC) had invited applications for COVID-19 Research Consortium to
urgently develop safe and effective Biomedical solutions against SARS CoV-2. The
move aims to provide an accelerator approach for vaccine development.
Highlights:
Under the research consortium, DBT and BIRAC evaluated applications with an
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intent to support Industry/ Academia and Jointly Academia & Industry for
developing Diagnostics, Vaccines, Novel Therapeutics, Repurposing of Drugs or
any other intervention for control of COVID-19.
Under the move, 70 proposals of devices, diagnostics, vaccine candidates,
therapeutics, and other interventions have been recommended for receiving
financial support.
The shortlisted proposals include 10 Vaccines candidates, 34 Diagnostics
products or scale-up facilities, 10 Therapeutics options, 2 proposals on Drug
Repurposing, and 14 projects which are categorized as preventive interventions.
The participating candidates have been enhanced by providing support for the
development of the Next-generation mRNA vaccine for a lipid encapsulated
mRNA based vaccine.
In order to ensure complete indigenization of COVID diagnostics, DBT BIRAC
has already provided support to the companies conducting research to scale-up the
production of RT PCR kits.
BIRAC has created a provision to fund COVID-19 solutions that are ready for
immediate deployment under a 'Fast Track Review Process'.
DBT has also launched a National Biomedical Resource Indigenization
Consortium (NBRIC) in a Public-Private Partnership (PPP) model to foster
indigenous innovation focused on developing reagents and resources for
diagnostics, vaccines, and therapeutics for COVID19 which is in partnership with
ABLE and CII and is being hosted by C-CAMP.

ICMR-NIV develops COVID KAVACH ELISA for antibody detection for
COVID-19 infection
Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR)-National Institute of Virology
(NIV), Pune has developed and validated the indigenous IgG ELISA test 'COVID
KAVACH ELISA' for antibody detection for COVID-19.
COVID KAVACH ELISA:
The robust indigenous IgG ELISA test has been named as COVID KAVACH
ELISA in line with the Make in India initiative in record time.
The IgG ELISA test will play a critical role in surveillance of the proportion of
population exposed to SARS-CoV-2 Coronavirus infection.
Scientific team of NIV has successfully isolated the SARS-CoV-2 virus from
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laboratory confirmed patients in India. This has led to the development of
indigenous diagnostics for SARS-CoV-2.
For this purpose, ICMR has partnered with Zydus Cadila for mass-scale
production of the ELISA test kits.
After developing the test at ICMR-NIV, the technology has been transferred for
mass-scale production to Zydus Cadila, which is an innovation-driven global
healthcare company.
Background:
Most of the diagnostic material which is used in India for COVID-19 is imported
from other countries. To make it available in India, the Indian scientists are
engaged to develop indigenous diagnostics for SARS-CoV-2, the causative agent of
COVID-19.

Technology Centres to manufacture critical parts of Real-Time Quantitative
Micro PCR System
Technology Centres, Bhubaneswar, Jamshedpur and Kolkata of the Ministry of
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) are now manufacturing critical
parts of Real-Time Quantitative Micro PCR System for AMTZ, Visakhapatnam.
Highlights:
The machine can give the COVID-19 Test result in less than one hour.
Generally, the normal test result takes a minimum of 24 hours.
These machines are compact and may be taken for testing anywhere, anytime, in
real-time.
The teams of the Technology Centers are working in 2/3 shifts to supply
components for 600 Testing machines.
150 Testing Machine components have already been supplied to AMTZ.
The stainless steel components with an accuracy of 5 microns are being
manufactured on the best machines of the world.
The Corona Testing Device will be helpful to carry out testing at an affordable
cost. The manufacture of the machine was made possible with active collaboration
and support by the Technology Centres of the Ministry of MSME located at
Bhubaneswar, Jamshedpur, and Kolkata.

NAL develops BiPAP Non-Invasive Ventilator SwasthVayu in 36 days for
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coronavirus
CSIR-National
Aerospace
Laboratories
(NAL)
Bangalore
has
developed SwasthVayu, a Non-Invasive Bilevel Positive Airway Pressure (BiPAP)
Ventilator in a record time of 36 days to treat COVID-19 patients.
SwasthVayu:
BiPAP Non-Invasive ventilator is a microcontroller-based precise closed-loop
adaptive control system with a built-in biocompatible 3D printed manifold &
coupler with Highly Efficient Particulate Air Filter (HEPA Filter).
The system has been developed with unique features help to alleviate the fear of
the virus spread. It has features like Spontaneous, CPAP, Timed, AUTO BIPAP
modes with provision to connect Oxygen concentrator or Enrichment unit
externally.
The system has been certified for safety and performance by NABL accredited
agencies.
The system has undergone stringent biomedical tests and beta clinical trials at
NAL Health Centre.
SwasthVayu machine is simple to use without any specialized nursing, costeffective, compact and configured with a majority of indigenous components.
BIPAP Non-Invasive Ventilator has been developed with an externally connected
Oxygen concentrator which will be ideal to treat moderate or mid-stage severe
COVID-19 patients who do not require intubation and invasive ventilation.

Men are more vulnerable to coronavirus than women
Researchers have found that men seem to be more vulnerable to COVID-19 than
women. It suggested the reason might be related to the concentration of the enzyme
Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme 2 (ACE2) in the blood of men and women.
Key Findings:
The ACE2 enzyme in blood responds to the novel coronavirus and enables it to
infect the human cell.
ACE2 is also a receptor present on the surface of healthy cells. The SARS-CoV-2
virus uses this receptor to enter inside cells. ACE2 receptors are present in
abundance in the lungs, heart, kidneys, and testes.
The study found men have higher concentrations of ACE2 in their blood than
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women. It also showed heart failure patients who are taking a certain class of drugs,
called RAAS inhibitors, did not have higher concentrations of ACE2 in their blood.
ut, some studies suggested RAAS inhibitors might increase ACE2 concentrations in
blood plasma, which in turn increases the risk of COVID-19 infection for
cardiovascular patients taking these drugs.

Low cost PPE developed by Indian Navy for rapid mass production to be
patented
Intellectual Property Facilitation Cell (IPFC) of Ministry of Defence, in
association with National Research Development Corporation (NRDC), has
filed a patent for the low-cost Medical Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
developed by Indian Navy. The aim is to initiate a rapid mass production.
Low cost PPE:
The PPE is made of a special fabric that affords a high level of protection along
with high breathability as against other PPEs available in the market. The PPE will
be suitable for use in hot and humid weather conditions as prevalent in India.
The technology has been tested, validated, and approved by ICMR approved
Testing Lab. A pilot batch of PPEs has already been produced at Naval Dockyard
Mumbai.
The commencement of low-cost PPE for mass production is to be done by a core
team of the Indian Navy, IPFC, and NRDC. Also, eligible firms will be identified
by NRDC for taking up licensed production of the PPEs on a fast track.

ICMR to participate in Solidarity trial by WHO for COVID-19 treatment
The Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) participated in the launch of
theglobal 'Solidarity' trial by the World Health Organisation (WHO). The aim
of the trial is to help find an effective treatment for COVID-19.
Highlights:
The international clinical trial 'Solidarity' compares four treatment options against
the standard of care to assess their relative effectiveness against COVID-19.
Four potential anti-viral agents, Remdesivir, Chloroquine/Hydroxychloroquine,
Lopinavir-Ritonavir, and Lopinavir-Ritonavir with Interferon will be evaluated
in the trial.
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The solidarity trial focuses to discover whether any of the drugs slow the disease's
progression or improve survival, by enrolling patients in multiple countries. This
special feature of the initiative is it provides both speed and scale.
ICMR-National AIDS Research Institute (NARI) is the national coordination
site for the trial in India.

ARI develops novel process for synthesis of Quantum Dots used in
photographing cellular organelles
Researchers from Agharkar Research Institute (ARI), Pune developed a new
process for the synthesis of quantum efficient and biocompatible quantum dots
(QDs). It can be used in capturing images of cellular organelles and processes
within the visible wavelength ranges across the electromagnetic spectrum.
Highlights:
Bioimaging applications such as visualization of cellular organelles, tracking
cellular processes, etc. rely on the traditional fluorophores which are fluorescent
chemical compounds that can re-emit light upon excitation.
These fluorophores are vulnerable to photobleaching, have low signal intensity,
and overlapping spectra which restrict their use, particularly in multispectral
bioimaging.
Quantum Dots overcomes the issues faced in traditional fluorophores.
The synthesized QDs were rendered biocompatible by coating with silicone. The
coating provides biocompatibility, enhanced quantum efficiency, and
photostability.
The method could make industry viable by automation and could be scaled-up in
the future.
This will pave the way for cost-efficient production of monodispersed, quantum
efficient, photostable, and biocompatible quantum dots, that might serve as an
excellent alternative to traditional fluorophores.

JNCASR develop injectable Silk Fibroin-based hydrogel for sustained Insulin
delivery in diabetic patients
Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR) has
developed an injectable Silk fibroin-based hydrogel for sustained insulin delivery
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in diabetic patients.
Highlights:
The injectable Silk fibroin-based hydrogel is developed using the biocompatible
additives, The injectable SF hydrogel (iSFH) can ease insulin delivery in diabetic
patients.
The injection was tested on diabetic rats.
The injection of insulin with-iSFH formed an active depot under the skin from
which the insulin trickled out slowly and restored the physiological glucose
homeostasis for a prolonged period of 4 days with no risks of low blood sugar
through sudden bursts of high concentration of insulin into the blood.
The iSFH is expected to be an effective insulin delivery tool for diabetic patients
with excellent mechanical strength, biocompatibility, encapsulation, storage, and
demonstration of its sustained delivery of active insulin in the diabetic animal.

DST INSPIRE develops lightweight carbon foam that can replace lead
batteries
INSPIRE under the Department of Science & Technology (DST), Government
of India has developed porous carbon materials that have the potential to replace
the lead grid in lead-acid batteries. The carbon foam was developed by Dr. Rajeev
Kumar from CSIR-Advanced Materials and Processes Research Institute, Bhopal, a
recipient of the INSPIRE Faculty Award.
Highlights:
The carbon foams are non-toxic, easy to fabricate, affordable, and insoluble in
water.
It is cost-effective for the removal of arsenic, oil, and other metals from
contaminated water.
It can be used for heat sinks in power electronics, electromagnetic interference
shielding in aerospace, hydrogen storage, and electrode for lead-acid batteries and
water purification systems.
The carbon foam has been developed with a density of less than 0.3g/cc, high
porosity of over 85%, good mechanical strength.
The foam is highly resistant to corrosion. It has good electrical and thermal
conductivity with the high surface area.
The carbon foams have recently attracted a lot of attention owing to their potential
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applications in various fields.

NIPER-Guwahati developed innovative 3D products to contain COVID-19
spread
National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research-Guwahati
(NIPER-G) has developed two products, 3D-printed hands-free object & 3Dprinted antimicrobial face-shield, to help in the fight against the outbreak of the
COVID-19 pandemic. The devices are expected to play a key role in containing the
transmission of coronavirus from one person to another through bare hand contacts
or contaminated surface source.
3D-printed hands-free object:
The 3D-printed hands-free object can be used to help open or close doors,
windows, drawers, and refrigerator handle, or press elevator buttons, and
laptop/desktop keyboards, including turning the switch buttons on/off. The object
was developed after detailed analyses of several resources for risk measurement
and on how viruses spread through bare hands.
3D-printed antimicrobial face-shield:
The second product is a 3D-printed antimicrobial face-shield to control the spread
COVID-19. It was designed after a thorough study to understand how viruses
spread through oral, ophthalmic, olfactory, and other body cavities. The face shield
is also easy to design and it is possible to have rapid development of prototypes. It
is also low cost, easy to wear, has good chemical stability, non-fragile, and is easy
to clean with the existing sanitizers or any alcoholic disinfectant.

CSIR develops mobile indoor disinfection sprayer to combat COVID-19
spread
Scientists at CSIR-Central Mechanical Engineering Research Institute
(CMERI), Durgapur, have developed two mobile indoor Disinfection Sprayer
units, Battery Powered Disinfectant Sprayer (BPDS) and Pneumatically
Operated Mobile Indoor Disinfection (POMID). These disinfection units can be
used for cleaning and disinfecting pathogenic micro-organisms effectively,
especially in hospitals.
Highlights:
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These units can be used to clean and disinfect frequently touched surfaces such as
tables, doorknobs, light switches, countertops, handles, desks, phones, keyboards,
toilets, faucets, sinks, and cardboards.
The objective of the device is to minimize the risk of transmitting coronavirus to
people who inadvertently come in contact with those surfaces.
These sprayers are equipped with mopping features and extendable arms to
reach hidden areas and clean comprehensively.
The sprayer systems are designed with two-stage spraying units and separate
storage tanks to clean and disinfect the indoor areas by the numbers of fixed and
flexible nozzles set in the lower and upper tiers.
The disinfectant Sprayer has an industrial variant for heavy usage and to cover a
larger area.
The technology is expected to have relevance even beyond the current COVID-19
crisis.

ARCI, SCTIMST scientists develop next-generation biodegradable metal
implants
Scientists from the International Advanced Research Centre for Powder
Metallurgy and New Materials (ARCI) and Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute of
Medical Sciences (SCTIMST), Thiruvananthapuram, under the Department of
Science & Technology (DST) jointly developed new generation Iron-Manganese
based alloys for biodegradable metal implants for use in humans.
Highlights:
The newly developed alloys are suitable for biodegradable stent and orthopedic
implant applications.
Iron-Manganese based alloy Fe-Mn is a biodegradable metallic implant that
exhibits a single austenitic phase with MRI compatibility.
The biodegradable materials like Fe, Mg, Zn, and polymer, can participate in the
healing process and then degrade gradually by maintaining the mechanical integrity
without leaving any implant residues in the human body. These are better
alternatives to currently used metallic implants that remain permanently in the
human body and can cause long-term side effects like systemic toxicity, chronic
inflammation, and thrombosis.
During the degradation process, calcium phosphate deposits on the implant due to
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local alkalization and saturation of calcium and phosphate, allow cells to adhere
onto the surface to form tissues.
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DEFENCE
Ministry of Defence approves abolition of 9,304 posts in Military Engineering
Service
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh approved the abolition of 9,304 posts in the
Engineer-in-Chief of Military Engineering Services (MES). The move was
aimed to optimize more than 9,300 posts in the basic and industrial workforce as
per the recommendations of the Committee of Experts, headed by Lieutenant
General Shekatkar.
Recommendations of Shekatkar Committee:
The committee aimed to restructure the civilian workforce. As per the
recommendation, the work of MES could be partly done by
departmentally employed staff and other works could be outsourced.
A total of 13,157 vacancies were there in MES. The abolished 9,304 posts were
included in the vacancies.
The committee recommended the closure of military farms and postal
establishments in peace regions.
It suggested reducing the number of officers to 200.
It recommended enhancing the standards to recruit drivers in the army and clerical
staff.
Background:
The 11-member Shekatkar Committee was appointed by the late Defence
Minister Manohar Parrikar in 2016. Shekatkar Committee had made a total of 99
recommendations. The implementation of the recommendation of the committee
will save Rs.25,000 crores. In 2017, around 65 were approved by the Ministry of
Defence.

Rajnath Singh commissioned Indian Coast Guard ships
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh commissioned Indian Coast Guard Ship
(ICGS) Sachet and two interceptor boats (IBs) C-450 and C-451 in Goa through
video conferencing from Delhi on 15 May. The ships are indigenously designed
and built in the line of the Prime Minister's 'Make in India' vision.
Highlights:
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Commissioning of these ships is an important milestone in India's coastal
capability building process. The move is in line with Prime Minister Narendra
Modi's vision 'Security and Growth for All in the Region (SAGAR)'.
ICGS Sachet:
The ICGS Sachet, the first in the series of five offshore patrol vessels (OPVs) has
been designed and built indigenously by Goa Shipyard Limited (GSL). It is fitted
with state-of-the-art navigation and communication equipment.
Sachet is 105 metre long. It displaces approximately 2,350 tons and is propelled
by two 9,100 KW diesel engines designed to attain a maximum speed of 26 knots,
with an endurance of 6,000 nautical miles.
The ship has been designed to carry a twin-engine helicopter and four high-speed
boats and one inflatable boat for swift boarding and search and rescue operations.
The ship can carry limited pollution response equipment to undertake oil spill
pollution response at sea.
IBs C-450 and C-451:
The IBs C-450 and C-451 are indigenously designed and built by Larsen &
Toubro Shipyard Hazira. It is fitted with the latest navigation and communication
equipment.
The 30 metre longboats are capable of achieving speeds in excess of 45 knots and
designed for the high-speed interception, close coast patrol, and low-intensity
maritime operations.
The quick response capability of the IBs makes it an ideal platform to respond and
thwart any emerging maritime situation.
IBs have about 70% of indigenous content, thus providing the necessary fillip to
the Indian shipbuilding industry.
The ships will join the Coast Guard fleet. It will be deployed extensively for
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) surveillance, coastal security, and other duties as
enshrined in the Coast Guard charter of duties, to safeguard the maritime interests
of the Nation.
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AWARDS AND HONOURS
Anunta won VMware 2020 Regional Partner of the Year Award
Anunta received the VMware 2020 Regional Partner of the Year Award for
the Services Excellence category. Anunta was recognized for its demonstrable
achievements using its skills and services capabilities, including consulting,
managed, and subscription services, to help customers maximize the value received
from their VMware investments.
Highlights:
Anunta was honoured under the Services Excellence category.
Anunta's innovative solutions work on the next generation users including cloud
based-desktop services was recognized.
The VMware Partner of the Year Awards various categories including Services
Excellence, Partner Value, Partner Social Impact, Digital Transformation, Cloud
Platform Transformation, Partner Trailblazer, and the Global Partner for
Technology Innovation Award.
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SPORTS
SAI forms committee to prepare SOP to resume training post COVID-19
lockdown
The Sports Authority of India (SAI) has constituted a six-member committee to
prepare a module for a phased resumption of training. The Union Sports Minister
Kiren Rijiju announced that the athletes can start practice once the COVID-19
lockdown is lifted.
Highlights:
The committee will prepare a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for the
phased resumption of training across sporting disciplines at all its centres.
The six-member panel will be headed by Rohit Bharadwaj SAI secretary. The
members of the committee are: CEO Target Olympic Podium Scheme (TOPS)
Rajesh Rajagopalan, Executive Director (Operations) SS Roy, SS Sarla, Col BK
Nayak and Assistant Director TOPS Sachin K as members.
The committee will recommend the Standard Operating Procedures. It will
describe several protocols and preventive measures to be observed by all
stakeholders, including trainees, coaches, technical and non-technical support staff,
NSFs, administrators, mess and hostel staff, and visitors, once training resumes.
The SOPs will also give detailed guidelines to be followed on entry norms,
sanitization guidelines, precautions to be taken in common areas, and by athletes
while travelling to and from the centre.
Also, a separate committee has been formed to prepare an SOP for
swimming, since pool activities involve different health risks compared to other
sports.
The committee for swimming will be headed by Radhica Sreeman, Executive
Director, TEAMS Division of SAI. The members of the committee will include
Monal Choksi, secretary-general of the Swimming Federation of India, senior
coaches, and doctors.
The committee will draw up the guidelines in consultation with coaches and
medical practitioners to ensure all preventive measures are put in place before
swimmers resume training.

FIFA U-17 Womens World Cup in India to begin in 2021 February
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The FIFA U-17 Women's World Cup has been rescheduled between 17
February and 7 March 2021. The recommendations were made by the FIFAConfederations COVID-19 Working Group, the Bureau of the FIFA Council.
Highlights:
FIFA announced that the tournament will keep original eligibility criteria which
are the players born on or after 1 January 2003 and on or before 31 December
2005 despite the postponement.
The U-17 Women's World Cup was originally scheduled to be played across five
host cities Navi Mumbai, Guwahati, Ahmedabad, Kolkata, and Bhubaneswar.
Also, it announced that the FIFA U-20 Women's World Cup Costa
Rica/Panama 2020 has been rescheduled between 20 January and 6 February
2021. The tournament will keep original eligibility criteria for players born on or
after 1 January 2000 and on or before 31 December 2004.
FIFA Futsal World Cup Lithuania 2020 has been rescheduled to be held
between 12 September and 3 October 2021.
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SUMMITS & CONFERENCE
EAM S Jaishankar participated in the virtual meeting of Foreign Ministers of
SCO
External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar participated in the virtual meeting
of Foreign Ministers of Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO) member
countries on 13 May. The foreign ministers and diplomats from eight different
countries attended the meeting.
Highlights:
The Meeting aimed to discuss the cooperation to fight the COVID-19 pandemic.
Discussion on the global challenges, preparedness, and response to the coronavirus
crisis was held.
It focused on developing cooperation within the SCO, tropical regional and global
issues, and particularly the spread of the novel coronavirus.
They discussed the upcoming 75th anniversary of the Victory in WWII and the
75th anniversary of the United Nations.
They also discussed the SCO summit in St Petersburg and other events as part of
Russia's SCO Presidency that is scheduled to be held on 9-10 June.
The conference was held under the chairmanship of Russian Foreign Minister
Sergey Lavrov.

Minister Piyush Goyal participated in 2nd G-20 Virtual Trade and Investment
Ministers Meeting
Union Minister of Commerce and Industry Minister Piyush Goyal participated
in the second G-20 Virtual Trade and Investment Ministers Meeting. The
meeting focused on immediate and concrete actions that can ease the distress being
faced by people all over the world due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The second
G20 Ministers Virtual Meeting was held under the Saudi Presidency.
Highlights:
The Ministers agreed to provide diagnostic and protective equipment and health
care professionals across borders where they are most needed.
India suggested the G-20 nations to ensure access to essential medicines,
treatments, and vaccines at affordable prices.
India has proactively partnered in global efforts to develop vaccines and effective
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treatment for this disease.
The meeting also stressed the urgent need to build the digital skills and capacities
of developing countries and LDCs.
Discussion on the need to make binding rules on digital trade and e-commerce,
which will freeze the extremely non-level playing field against their interests, and
deprive them of the opportunity to benefit from the immense potential in these
areas was held.
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SCHEMES
Chhattisgarh to launch Rajiv Gandhi Kisan Nyay Yojana
Chhattisgarh State government is to launch Rajiv Gandhi Kisan Nyay
Yojana on 21 May on the commemoration of the death anniversary of former
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi. The scheme is aimed to stimulate the rural economy
in the state, amid the slowdown caused by by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Rajiv Gandhi Kisan Nyay Yojana:
Under the scheme, the state government will inject Rs.5100 crore into the state's
rural economy by directly transferring the grant amount through Direct Benefit
Transfer (DBT) into the accounts of farmers.
For this scheme, the state had made the provision for the scheme in the Budget
2020-21.
The farmers would be paid Rs.10,000 per acre for paddy, corn, and sugarcane
crops, based on the registered and procured area for the Kharif season.
The scheme will benefit over 1.87 million farmers.
The state government also plans to provide a fixed amount per acre based on the
registered and notified areas for pulses and oilseed crops.
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APPOINTMENTS / RESIGN
Indu Shekhar Chaturvedi assumes charge as Secretary, Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy
Indu Shekhar Chaturvedi assumed charge as new Secretary, Ministry of New &
Renewable Energy on 11 May 2020. Chaturvedi met senior officers of the
Ministry and took stock of the work and issues before the Ministry. Chaturvedi
succeeded Anand Kumar in the Ministry who earlier took charge as Secretary,
Ministry of Culture.
Indu Shekhar Chaturvedi:
Chaturvedi is a 1987 Batch IAS officer and belongs to Jharkhand cadre. Prior to
this appointment, Chaturvedi was serving as Additional Chief Secretary and
Additional Secretary, Department of Climate Change of the Ministry of Climate
Change Department, Environment & Forest, Government of Jharkhand.
Chaturvedi is B.Tech in Electrical Engineering from IIT-Kanpur and holds a PG in
International Development from Harvard University (USA). He has worked in the
Government of Jharkhand and Government of India at various positions including
field and policy level. He has served as Joint Secretary or equivalent in PMO,
Department of Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance. He has extensive experience
of working in other departments like Planning Commission, Ministry of
Agriculture, Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances & Pensions. He has also
undergone training in Financial Management, Community Mobilisation &
Participatory Management Techniques.

WTO Chief Roberto Azevedo to resign a year before his term expires
The Head of the World Trade Organization (WTO) Roberto Azevedo has
announced his resignation, a year before his term expires. He will step down on 31
August 2020.
Roberto Azevedo:
Roberto Azevedo is a former diplomat from Brazil. He is cutting short a seven-year
tenure marked in recent years by intense pressure from US President Donald
Trump. had accused WTO of an anti-US bias and other complaints.
Under Azevedo's leadership, there have been important practical moves towards
reform, including through the use of flexible negotiating structures, were done.
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World Trade Organization:
Established on: 1 January 1995
Headquarters: Geneva, Switzerland
Membership: 164 member states
Official languages: English, French, Spanish
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IMPORTANT DAYS
National Technology Day is observed on 11 May
National Technology Day is observed on 11 May. The day highlights the
importance of science in daily life. It also encourages youngsters to get into the
field for their career options.
Events:
Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, the Department of Science and Technology
(DBT) is conducting a session on YouTube. Digital Conference will focus on RESTART 'Reboot the Economy through Science, Technology And Research
Translations.' It will focus on rebooting the economy through Science and
Technology.
The conference aims to bring together Scientists, Technocrats, Diplomats, World
Health Organization (WHO) officials and dignitaries from national and
international Industries, Research Institutions, and Academic Institutions.
History:
The observance of the National Technology Day was coined by late Prime
Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee. The day has been designated to commemorate the
major technological breakthroughs, achievements, and contributions of Indian
scientists and engineers.
On 11 May 1998, India tested the nuclear tests at Pokhran. Also, on that day
India conducted its nuclear missile Shakti, also known as Operation Shakti. The
day aims to recognize the country's technological advancements.

International Nurses Day is observed on 12 May
International Nurses Day (IND) is observed around the world on 12 May of each
year. The international day marks the contributions that nurses make to society. The
day assumes more significance due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Over the past
several months, nurses and other medical professionals have put their lives on the
line to save lives and defeat this menace.
Theme:
The theme for 2020 International Nurses Day is "Nurses: A Voice to Lead
Nursing the World to Health." The theme aims to demonstrate how nurses are
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central to addressing a wide range of health challenges. The theme aims to inspire
nurses and make the public aware of their contribution to healthcare and health
management.
History:
International Nurses Day was initiated by the International Council of Nurses
(ICN) in 1974. The day marks the birth anniversary of Florence Nightingale, who
was born in 1820. She is revered as the founder of modern nursing. The
International Nurses Day 2020 marks her 200th birth anniversary. The day
highlights the important role nurses fulfill in health care.
International Council of Nurses (ICN):
Founded on: 1899
Members: 135 nurses associations
Headquarters: Geneva, Switzerland

International Day of Families is observed on 15 May
International Day of Families is celebrated on 15 May every year. The day is
celebrated to raise awareness towards the significance of families and to overcome
the aspects that might be negatively affecting these efforts.
Aim:
The day highlights the various issues that plague the families around the world and
suggests the necessary measures that can be taken to resolve these and build
harmony. The day aims to strengthen a single family, as it will empower and
strengthen the entire society and a nation.
Theme:
The theme for 2020 International Day of Families is "Families in Development."
The theme aims to portray the importance of families and their roles in social
development. The theme stresses the importance of families and how much they
mean in the context of the pandemic COVID-19.
History:
In 1993, the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) passed a resolution and
designated the observation of the International Day of Families. The day aims to
encourage improved living standards and the social progress of families in the
world. The day aims to cater to the changing socio-economic structures affecting
the stability of families in different parts of the world. The day was first observed in
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1994.

Sikkim celebrated 45th State Day on 16 May
Sikkim celebrated 45th State Day on 16 May 2020. It was celebrated in a brief
function held at Chintan Bhawan premises, Gangtok. The function was graced by
Governor of Sikkim Shri Ganga Prasad and Chief Minister Shri Prem Singh
Tamang amid lockdown.
History:
In the 17th Century, Sikkim was founded by the Namgyal dynasty. In 1980, it
became a princely state of British India. In 1947, after India became independent,
Sikkim continued to enjoy the protectorate status with the Republic of India.
However, in 1973, anti-royalist took place and the Chogyal's monarchy was
deposed. In 1975, Sikkim joined India as its 22nd state.
Sikkim:
Statehood: 16 May 1975
Governor: Ganga Prasad
Chief Minister: Prem Singh Tamang
Capital: Gangtok

International Day of Light is observed on 16 May
International Day of Light is observed on 16 May. The day marks the 60th
anniversary of the first successful operation of the laser in 1960 by Theodore
Maiman, the physicist, and engineer. The day aims to raise awareness about the
important role played by all the light-based technologies in the lives of people in
areas of education, art, and culture sustainable development, science & technology,
and in fields as diverse as medicine, communications, and energy.
History:
The International Day of Light was initiated by UNESCO. The day marks the
anniversary of the first successful operation of the laser by engineer and physicist
Theodore Maiman on 16 May 1960. 2020 International Day of Light marks the
global celebration of the second edition of the International Day of Light.
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BOOKS & AUTHORS
Finding Freedom Harry and Meghan and the Making of A Modern Royal
Family to be released in 2020 August
The biography of Britain's Prince Harry and wife Meghan Markle "Finding
Freedom: Harry and Meghan and the Making of A Modern Royal Family" by
royal reporters Omid Scobie and Carolyn Durand has been scheduled to be released
worldwide on 11 August.
Highlights:
The book reveals details of the couple who stepped back as frontline royals to
settle down in the US in April 2020.
The book provides a glimpse into the lesser-known aspects of their romance and
decision to go their separate way from Buckingham Palace.
The book aims to portray the real Harry and Meghan, a couple who continue to
inspire many around the world through their humanitarian and charitable work but
are often inaccurately portrayed.
Prince Harry, 35, and Meghan, 38, the Duke and Duchess of Sussex, quit as senior
members of the royal family earlier 2020. They are now living with their one-yearold son Archie in a Los Angeles mansion.
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AGREEMENTS MOU
GoI, World Bank signs USD 750 million to Protect Indias Poorest from
COVID-19 pandemic
The Government of India (GoI) and the World Bank signed a $750 million of $1
billion proposed for Accelerating India's COVID-19 Social Protection Response
Programme. The agreement aims to support India's efforts at providing social
assistance to the poor and vulnerable households, severely impacted by the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Highlights:
In April 2020, the World Bank announced $1 billion support towards immediate
support to India's health sector. With this, the total fund committed from the Bank
towards emergency COVID-19 response in India to $2 billion.
The support by the World Bank will be funded in two phases. In the first phase,
there will an immediate allocation of $750 million for the fiscal year 2020. In the
second phase, a sum of $250 million second tranche will be made available for the
fiscal year 2021.
This programme aims to expand the impact and coverage of India's social
protection system by helping vulnerable groups access more social benefits directly
and across the country.
The project will help India to move from 460 plus fragmented social protection
schemes to an integrated system that is fast and more flexible, acknowledging the
diversity of needs across states
It also aims to enable geographic portability of social protection benefits that can
be accessed from anywhere in the country. It will ensure food, social insurance, and
cash-support for all, including for migrants and the urban poor.

GoI, AIIB signed a loan agreement for a USD 145 million project to improve
irrigation services
The Government of India (GoI), West Bengal state government, and the Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) signed a loan agreement for a $145
million project. The main objective is to improve flood management and irrigation
services in the Damodar Valley Command Area (DVCA) in West Bengal state.
Highlight:
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The West Bengal Major Irrigation and Flood Management Project aims to
benefit about 2.7 million farmers from five districts of West Bengal. It will benefit
over 393,964 ha area with better irrigation services and improved protection against
annual flooding.
The project will improve irrigation and agriculture in the area by optimizing the
use of surface and groundwater. It will also strengthen flood management, which
will, in turn, boost agricultural productivity and increase incomes in rural areas.
The key challenges faced by the area is the degradation of infrastructure and
inadequate irrigation management, including poor quality of service delivery,
inefficient irrigation, and the failure to serve the middle and tail parts. The Lower
Damodar basin area is historically flood-prone. The downstream part of the project
area lacks the infrastructure to protect against recurrent flooding.
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QUIZ CORNER
1) Who developed Defence Research Ultraviolet Sanitiser (DRUVS), an
automated contactless ultraviolet C (UVC) sanitisation cabinet?
A.CSIR
B.DRDO
C.Agharkar Research Institute
D.IUCAA

Answer B
Explanation Hyderabad based Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO)
premier lab, Research Centre Imarat (RCI) has developed Defence Research Ultraviolet Sanitiser
(DRUVS), an automated contactless ultraviolet C (UVC) sanitisation cabinet.

2) Tourism Ministry organised _______ session of Dekho Apna Desh webinar
on 9 May.
A.12th
B.15th
C.17th
D.20th

Answer C
Explanation Ministry of Tourism organized the 17th session of the Dekho Apna Desh webinar
on 9 May 2020. The webinar was titled 'Exploring River Nila' was about showcasing meaningful
travel experiences for travelers that are offered by relatively unvisited places.

3) Data released by the Registrar General of India stated that India's infant
mortality rate (IMR) has improved very marginally from ______ per 1,000 live
births in 2017.
A.21
B.25
C.28
D.33
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Answer D
Explanation Data released by the Registrar General of India stated that India's infant mortality
rate (IMR) has improved very marginally from 33 per 1,000 live births in 2017 to 32 in 2018.

4) Research Centre Imarat (RCI) is the premier lab of _________.
A.CSIR
B.ISRO
C.DRDO
D.ICMR

Answer C
Explanation Research Centre Imarat (RCI) is a DRDO laboratory located in Hyderabad. The lab
is responsible for Research and Development of Missile Systems, Guided Weapons and advanced
Avionics for Indian Armed Forces.

5) Which state showed worst infant mortality rate (IMR) in the country as per
Registrar General of India's data?
A.Maharashtra
B.Madhya Pradesh
C.Assam
D.Uttrakhand

Answer B
Explanation Data released by the Registrar General of India stated that India's infant mortality
rate (IMR) has improved very marginally from 33 per 1,000 live births in 2017 to 32 in 2018. The
report stated that Madhya Pradesh has the worst IMR in the country at 48 and Nagaland stands
the best at 4. In 2017, Madhya Pradesh's IMR stood at 47.

6) Where is River Nila located in India?
A.Andhra Pradesh
B.Tamil Nadu
C.Karnataka
D.Kerala
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Answer D
Explanation Bharathappuzha, also known as the Nila, is a river in India in the state of Kerala.
With a length of 209 km, it is the second longest river in Kerala, after Periyar although the total
length of Bharathapuzha is 250 km of which 41 km runs along Tamil Nadu from where it
originates.

7) When was Research Centre Imarat (RCI) established?
A.1988
B.1993
C.1996
D.2000

Answer A
Explanation Research Centre Imarat (RCI) is a DRDO laboratory located in Hyderabad. The lab
is responsible for Research and Development of Missile Systems, Guided Weapons and advanced
Avionics for Indian Armed Forces. It was established by APJ Abdul Kalam in 1988.

8) Which state showed best infant mortality rate (IMR) in the country as per
Registrar General of India's data?
A.Manipur
B.Nagaland
C.Assam
D.Uttrakhand

Answer B
Explanation Data released by the Registrar General of India stated that India's infant mortality
rate (IMR) has improved very marginally from 33 per 1,000 live births in 2017 to 32 in 2018. The
report stated Nagaland stands the best at 4.

9) Ministry of Tourism organized the 17th session of the Dekho Apna Desh
webinar on title ________.
A.Goa-Crucible of Culture
B.Punjab- Beyond the Brochure
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C.Bengal by the Himalayas
D.Exploring River Nila

Answer D
Explanation Ministry of Tourism organized the 17th session of the Dekho Apna Desh webinar
on 9 April 2020. The webinar was titled 'Exploring River Nila' was about showcasing meaningful
travel experiences for travelers that are offered by relatively unvisited places.

10) RCI has developed an automated UVC currency sanitising device, called
_______.
A.PRAGYAM
B.DRUVS
C.KAVACH
D.NOTESCLEAN

Answer D
Explanation Research Centre Imarat (RCI) has developed an automated UVC currency sanitising
device, called NOTESCLEAN. Bundles of currency notes can be sanitised using DRUVS.
Disinfection of each currency note using it will be a time-consuming process. For that purpose, a
sanitising technique has been developed, where one has to just place the loose currency notes at
the input slot of the device.

11) Who developed COVID KAVACH ELISA for antibody detection for
COVID-19 infection?
A.CSIR
B.DRDO
C.SCTIMST
D.ICMR

Answer D
Explanation Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR)-National Institute of Virology (NIV),
Pune has developed and validated the indigenous IgG ELISA test 'COVID KAVACH ELISA' for
antibody detection for COVID-19.

12) As per Registrar General of India data, which state showed largest decline
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in infant mortality rate (IMR)?
A.Mizoram
B.Nagaland
C.Assam
D.Tripura

Answer A
Explanation Data released by the Registrar General of India stated that India's infant mortality
rate (IMR) has improved very marginally from 33 per 1,000 live births in 2017 to 32 in 2018. The
report stated that the largest decline in IMR has been registered by Mizoram, with a decline from
15 to 5.

13) Department of Biotechnology and Biotechnology Industry Research
Assistance Council (BIRAC) approved _______ proposals for devices,
diagnostics, vaccine candidates, therapeutics, and other interventions have
been recommended for receiving financial support.
A.42
B.56
C.70
D.83

Answer C
Explanation Department of Biotechnology and Biotechnology Industry Research Assistance
Council (BIRAC) had invited applications for COVID-19 Research Consortium to urgently
develop safe and effective Biomedical solutions against SARS CoV-2. Under the move, 70
proposals of devices, diagnostics, vaccine candidates, therapeutics, and other interventions have
been recommended for receiving financial support.

14) ICMR has partnered with ________ for mass scale production of the
ELISA test kits.
A.Zydus Cadila
B.Cipla
C.Ipca Laboratory
D.Lupin Limited
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Answer A
Explanation Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR)-National Institute of Virology (NIV),
Pune has developed and validated the indigenous IgG ELISA test 'COVID KAVACH ELISA' for
antibody detection for COVID-19. For this purpose, ICMR has partnered with Zydus Cadila for
mass scale production of the ELISA test kits.

15) As per Registrar General of India data, which state achieved the United
Nations' sustainable development goal in infant mortality rate (IMR)?
A.Uttar Pradesh
B.Rajasthan
C.Kerala
D.Andhra Pradesh

Answer C
Explanation Data released by the Registrar General of India stated that India's infant mortality
rate (IMR) has improved very marginally from 33 per 1,000 live births in 2017 to 32 in 2018. The
report stated that the largest decline in IMR has been registered by Mizoram, with a decline from
15 to 5.

16) Indian Railways has announced plans to operate ________ trains to help
the migrant workers, pilgrims, tourists, students, and other people who are
stranded at different places due to lockdown.
A.Samthuv Special
B.Shramik Special
C.Aarogya Special
D.Duronto Special

Answer B
Explanation Indian Railways has announced plans to operate "Shramik Special" trains. The
operation of the trains aims to help the migrant workers, pilgrims, tourists, students, and other
people who are stranded at different places due to lockdown.

17) National Fertilizers Ltd. sale rose to _________ in April 2020 despited
COVID-19 lockdown.
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A.32%
B.45%
C.63%
D.71%

Answer D
Explanation Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers reported that National Fertilizers Ltd, a PSU
under GoI, registered a 71% growth in fertilizer sales in April 2020. The stringent restrictions in
April due to COVID-19 lockdown Company recorded fertilizer sale of 3.62 Lakh MT in April
2020 compared to 2.12 Lakh MT in the same period 2019.

18) As per Registrar General of India data, which state showed highest death
rate in the country?
A.Uttar Pradesh
B.Chhattisgarh
C.Delhi
D.Odisha

Answer B
Explanation Registrar General of India released data for death and birth rates. Indias birth rate
stood at 20. The death rate was 6.2. Chhattisgarh has the highest death rate in the country at 8
whereas Delhi has the lowest at 3.

19) Ministry of Defence approves abolition of _______ posts in Military
Engineering Service.
A.8,756
B.5,932
C.9,304
D.7,320

Answer C
Explanation Defence Minister Rajnath Singh approved the abolition of 9,304 posts in the
Engineer-in-Chief of Military Engineering Services (MES). The move was aimed to optimize
more than 9,300 posts in the basic and industrial workforce as per the recommendations of the
Committee of Experts, headed by Lieutenant General Shekatkar.
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20) When was the National Fertilizers Ltd established?
A.1963
B.1979
C.1983
D.1988

Answer B
Explanation The National Fertilizers Ltd was established on 1 September 1979. NFL is India's
largest Central Public Sector Enterprise, GoI, in the Fertilizer Sector. It functions under the
Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers. NFL has five gas-based ammonia-urea plants and it is the
second-largest producer of Urea in India.

21) Data from the National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) stated that
April ________ numbers have reduced to a two-year low.
A.RTGS
B.NEFT
C.IMPS
D.SWIFT

Answer C
Explanation Data from the National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) stated that April
Immediate Payment System (IMPS) numbers have reduced to a two-year low.

22) ________ committeee recommended the abolition of 9,304 posts in the
Engineer-in-Chief of Military Engineering Services (MES).
A.Aditya Puri Committee
B.Shekatkar Committee
C.Bhandari Committee
D.C Rangarajan committee

Answer B
Explanation Defence Minister Rajnath Singh approved the abolition of 9,304 posts in the
Engineer-in-Chief of Military Engineering Services (MES). The move was aimed to optimize
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more than 9,300 posts in the basic and industrial workforce as per the recommendations of the
Committee of Experts, headed by Lieutenant General Shekatkar.

23) Where is the National Fertilizers Ltd located?
A.Noida
B.Guwahati
C.Hyderabad
D.Bangalore

Answer A
Explanation The National Fertilizers Ltd was established on 1 September 1979. It is
headquartered at Noida, India. NFL is India's largest Central Public Sector Enterprise, GoI, in the
Fertilizer Sector. It functions under the Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers.

24) When was the Shekatkar Committee formed?
A.2012
B.2014
C.2015
D.2016

Answer D
Explanation The 11-member Shekatkar Committee was appointed by the late Defence Minister
Manohar Parrikar in 2016. The Shekatkar Committee had made a total of 99 recommendations.
The implementation of the recommendation of the committee will save Rs.25,000 crores. In
2017, around 65 were approved by the Ministry of Defence.

25) The Registration Committee (RC) under the Central Insecticides Board
and Registration Committee (CIBRC) recommended a complete ban on the
use of antibiotics _________ on crops with immediate effect.
A.streptomycin
B.tetracycline
C.crocin
D.A&B
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Answer D
Explanation The Registration Committee (RC) under the Central Insecticides Board and
Registration Committee (CIBRC) recommended a complete ban on the use of antibiotics
streptomycin and tetracycline on crops with immediate effect.

26) Centre launched Mission ________ for assistance to Indian Ocean nations
amid COVID crisis.
A.Vikrant
B.Samudra Setu
C.Sagar
D.Aditya

Answer C
Explanation Government of India launched "Mission Sagar" on 10 May. The aim is to provide
assistance to Indian Ocean Region Nations amid the coronavirus crisis. The operation is being
progressed in coordination with the Ministry of Defence (MoD) and the Ministry of External
Affairs (MEA). The mission is in line with the Prime Minister's vision of SAGAR.

27) Who launched Shekatkar Committee?
A.Manohar Parrikar
B.Rajnath Singh
C.Arun Jaitley
D.Nirmala Sitharaman

Answer A
Explanation The 11-member Shekatkar Committee was appointed by the late Defence Minister
Manohar Parrikar in 2016. The Shekatkar Committee had made a total of 99 recommendations.
The implementation of the recommendation of the committee will save Rs.25,000 crores. In
2017, around 65 were approved by the Ministry of Defence.

28) When did GoI introduce its vision of the Indian Ocean called Security and
Growth for All in the Region (SAGAR)?
A.2012
B.2013
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C.2014
D.2015

Answer D
Explanation In 2015, GoI introduced its vision of the Indian Ocean called Security and Growth
for All in the Region (SAGAR). The aim is to seek economic and security cooperation with
India's neighbours, especially maritime neighbours, under the vision.

29) Who assumed charge as the Secretary, Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy?
A.Indu Shekhar Chaturvedi
B.Anand Kumar
C.Vimal Singh
D.Prakash Vikram

Answer A
Explanation Indu Shekhar Chaturvedi assumed charge as new Secretary, Ministry of New &
Renewable Energy on 11 May 2020. Chaturvedi met senior officers of the Ministry and took
stock of the work and issues before the Ministry. Chaturvedi succeeded Anand Kumar in the
Ministry who earlier took charge as Secretary, Ministry of Culture.

30) Who is the Minister responsible for the Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy?
A.Hardeep Singh Puri
B.Ravindra Kishore Sinha
C.Raj Kumar Singh
D.Mahendra Nath Pandey

Answer C
Explanation Raj Kumar Singh is a former Indian bureaucrat and a current Minister of State in
the Government of India. He is a Member of the Indian Parliament for Arrah, Bihar, since May
2014. Singh is a 1975 batch Bihar cadre Indian Administrative Service officer and former Home
Secretary of India.

31) ________ was launched for the Central University of Odisha to provide
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Cognitive Emotional Rehabilitation Services.
A.Bharosa
B.Dhruv
C.eCoVSens
D.Nsafe

Answer A
Explanation Union Minister of Human Resource Development (HRD) Ramesh Pokhriyal
'Nishank' launched Central University of Odisha Helpline "Bharosa" and its Helpline Number
08046801010 through a virtual platform in New Delhi on 11 May.

32) The government released ________ crore to 14 states as the second equated
monthly installment of the Post Devolution Revenue Deficit Grant on 11 May.
A.Rs.3,897.25
B.Rs.4,215.15
C.Rs.6,195.08
D.Rs.8,014.47

Answer C
Explanation The government released Rs.6,195.08 crore to 14 states as the second equated
monthly installment of the Post Devolution Revenue Deficit Grant on 11 May. The move by the
GoI aims to provide additional resources during the COVID-19 crisis.

33) Which state KVIC potters are using innovative methods to prevent the
spread of Coronavirus?
A.Odisha
B.Rajasthan
C.Madhya Pradesh
D.Maharashtra

Answer B
Explanation The Khadi and Village Industries Commission (KVIC) Potters are using innovative
methods to prevent the spread of Coronavirus. Every earthen pot made by the KVIC potters in
Kishanganj village of Baran district in Rajasthan carries a message on ways to fight Coronavirus.
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The aim is to ensure that the message reaches every household and members of the family come
across the message every time they drink water from it.

34) Sports Authority of India (SAI) has constituted a ________ member
committee to prepare a module for a phased resumption of training.
A.6
B.8
C.12
D.15

Answer A
Explanation The Sports Authority of India (SAI) has constituted a six-member committee to
prepare a module for a phased resumption of training. The Union Sports Minister Kiren Rijiju
announced that the athletes can start practice once the COVID-19 lockdown is lifted. The
committee will prepare a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for the phased resumption of
training across sporting disciplines at all its centres.

35) When was Rajasthan formed?
A.1949
B.1953
C.1958
D.1963

Answer A
Explanation Rajasthan state was formed on 30 March 1949. The state was formed on 30 March
1949 when Rajputana, the name adopted by the British Raj for its dependencies in the region, was
merged into the Dominion of India. Its capital and largest city is Jaipur.

36) Who is the head of the six-member committee which was set by the Sports
Authority of India (SAI) to prepare a module for a phased resumption of
training?
A.Kiren Rijiju
B.Rohit Bharadwaj
C.SS Sarla
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D.Radhica Sreeman

Answer B
Explanation The Sports Authority of India (SAI) has constituted a six-member committee to
prepare a module for a phased resumption of training. The Union Sports Minister Kiren Rijiju
announced that the athletes can start practice once the COVID-19 lockdown is lifted. The
committee will prepare a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for the phased resumption of
training across sporting disciplines at all its centres. The six-member panel will be headed by SAI
secretary Rohit Bharadwaj. The members of the committee are: CEO Target Olympic Podium
Scheme (TOPS) Rajesh Rajagopalan, Executive Director (Operations) SS Roy, SS Sarla, Col BK
Nayak and Assistant Director TOPS Sachin K as members.

37) Which is the Capital of Rajasthan?
A.Raipur
B.Gandhinagar
C.Jaipur
D.Udaipur

Answer C
Explanation Jaipur is the capital of Indias Rajasthan state. It evokes the royal family that once
ruled the region and that, in 1727, founded what is now called the Old City, or Pink City for its
trademark building color. At the center of its stately street grid (notable in India) stands the
opulent, colonnaded City Palace complex.

38) Who launched the first-ever FIR Aapke Dwar Yojana?
A.Maharashtra
B.Andhra Pradesh
C.Madhya Pradesh
D.Karanataka

Answer C
Explanation Madhya Pradesh state government launched FIR Aapke Dwar Yojana 11 May in
Bhopal. With this, Madhya Pradesh has become the first state in the country to implement such
an innovative scheme. It was launched by the Madhya Pradesh Home Minister Dr. Narottam
Mishra.
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39) Who is the Governor of Rajasthan?
A.Kalraj Mishra
B.Acharya Devvrat
C.Arif Mohammad Khan
D.Bhagat Singh Koshyari

Answer A
Explanation Kalraj Mishra is an Indian politician and the Governor of Rajasthan. He is the
former Governor of Himachal Pradesh and Cabinet Minister of Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises in the BJP-led NDA government of Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

40) When was the Atal Pension Yojana launched?
A.2012
B.2014
C.2015
D.2018

Answer C
Explanation Atal Pension Yojana is the government's flagship social security scheme. APY was
launched on 9 May 2015 by Prime Minister Narendra Modi. The aim of the scheme is to deliver
old age income security, particularly to the workers in the unorganized sector.

41) Which is the state game of Rajasthan?
A.Basketball
B.Kabadi
C.Football
D.Tennis

Answer A
Explanation Basketball is the official Game of Rajasthan State.

42) Who launched the Atal Pension Yojana?
A.President Ram Nath Kovind
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B.President Pranab Mukherjee
C.Prime Minister Man Mohan Singh
D.Prime Minister Narendra Modi

Answer D
Explanation Atal Pension Yojana is the government's flagship social security scheme. APY was
launched on 9 May 2015 by Prime Minister Narendra Modi. The aim of the scheme is to deliver
old age income security, particularly to the workers in the unorganized sector.

43) Who developed BiPAP Non-Invasive Ventilator SwasthVayu in 36 days for
coronavirus?
A.NAL
B.RIC
C.DRDO
D.ISRO

Answer A
Explanation CSIR-National Aerospace Laboratories (NAL) Bangalore has developed
SwasthVayu, a Non-Invasive Bilevel Positive Airway Pressure (BiPAP) Ventilator in a record
time of 36 days to treat COVID-19 patients.

44) Atal Pension Yojana provides a minimum guaranteed pension ranging
from _______ on attaining 60 years of age.
A.Rs.1,000 to Rs.5,000
B.Rs.500 to Rs.2,500
C.Rs.1,000 to Rs.3,000
D.Rs.500 to Rs.3,000

Answer A
Explanation Atal Pension Yojana is the government's flagship social security scheme. APY was
launched on 9 May 2015 by Prime Minister Narendra Modi. The aim of the scheme is to deliver
old age income security, particularly to the workers in the unorganized sector. The scheme
provides a minimum guaranteed pension ranging from Rs.1,000 to Rs.5,000 on attaining 60 years
of age.
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45) When is the International Nurses Day observed?
A.9 May
B.10 May
C.11 May
D.12 May

Answer D
Explanation International Nurses Day (IND) is observed around the world on 12 May of each
year. The international day marks the contributions that nurses make to society. The day assumes
more significance due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Over the past several months, nurses and
other medical professionals have put their lives on the line to save lives and defeat this menace.

46) Union Minister of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Narendra Singh
Tomar launched the integration of _______ new mandis with the e-NAM on 11
May.
A.135
B.177
C.195
D.215

Answer B
Explanation The Union Minister of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Narendra Singh Tomar
launched the integration of 177 new mandis with the National Agriculture Market (e-NAM) on
11 May. The move is to strengthen agriculture marketing and facilitate farmers to sell their
harvested produce through the online portal.

47) What is the theme of 2020 International Nurses Day?
A.Nurses: A Voice to Lead Nursing the World to Health
B.Nurses A Voice to Lead Health for All
C.Nursing: The Balance of Mind, Body, and Spirit
D.Nurses: A Force for Change: Improving Health Systems

Answer A
Explanation The theme for 2020 International Nurses Day is "Nurses: A Voice to Lead Nursing
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the World to Health." The theme aims to demonstrate how nurses are central to addressing a wide
range of health challenges.

48) As on 11 May, the total number of eNAM mandis across the country is
________.
A.757
B.825
C.962
D.1018

Answer C
Explanation The Union Minister of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Narendra Singh Tomar
launched the integration of 177 new mandis with the National Agriculture Market (e-NAM) on
11 May. The move is to strengthen agriculture marketing and facilitate farmers to sell their
harvested produce through the online portal. With the launch of 177 additional mandis, the total
number of eNAM mandis across the country is 962.

49) Who initiated the observation of International Nurses Day?
A.International Council of Nurses
B.Canadian Nurses Association
C.International Federation of Nurses
D.World Association of Chefs' Societies

Answer A
Explanation International Nurses Day was initiated by the International Council of Nurses (ICN)
in 1974. The day marks the birth anniversary of Florence Nightingale, who was born in 1820. She
is revered as the founder of modern nursing. The International Nurses Day 2020 marks her 200th
birth anniversary. The day highlights the important role nurses fulfill in health care.

50) Which is the lead agency for implementing e-NAM?
A.Small & Medium Farmers Agribusiness Consortium
B.Small Farmers Agribusiness Consortium
C.State-level Farmers Agribusiness Consortium
D.Medium Farmers Agribusiness Consortium
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Answer B
Explanation National Agriculture Market (e-NAM) is an electronic trading portal across India.
The objective of the portal is to integrate the existing Mandis to "One Nation One Market" for
agricultural commodities in India. e-NAM was launched on 14 April 2016 by the Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. Small Farmers Agribusiness Consortium (SFAC) is the lead agency for
implementing eNAM. The portal functions under the aegis of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Farmers' Welfare, GoI.

51) When was the first time the International Nurses Day celebrated?
A.1974
B.1980
C.1986
D.1993

Answer A
Explanation International Nurses Day was initiated by the International Council of Nurses (ICN)
in 1974. The day marks the birth anniversary of Florence Nightingale, who was born in 1820.

52) _________ has launched Pranavayu programme to create awareness on the
need to self examine the respiratory health for the city people.
A.Bengaluru
B.Chennai
C.Hyderabad
D.Pune

Answer A
Explanation The Bengaluru city corporation, Karnataka has launched Pranavayu programme to
create awareness on the need to self examine the respiratory health for the city people. Pranavayu
programme aims to create awareness through advertisements in media about the need to carry out
self-examination for early detection of any ailment that could aggravate the situation if contracted
with the viral infection.

53) The 2020 International Nurses Day marks ________ birth anniversary of
Florence Nightingale.
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A.150th
B.175th
C.200th
D.250th

Answer C
Explanation International Nurses Day was initiated by the International Council of Nurses (ICN)
in 1974. The day marks the birth anniversary of Florence Nightingale, who was born in 1820. She
is revered as the founder of modern nursing. The International Nurses Day 2020 marks her 200th
birth anniversary. The day highlights the important role nurses fulfill in health care.

54) Department of Consumer Affairs partners with ________ for Suraksha
Store initiative.
A.Safejob
B.Seekify
C.NSafe
D.A&B

Answer D
Explanation The Department of Consumer Affairs has launched the Suraksha Store initiative.
Under the initiative, the department has partnered with tech startups Safejob and Seekify to use
technology to prevent the spread of COVID-19 at the local Kirana store level.

55) The International Nurses Day commemorates the birth anniversary of
________.
A.Florence Nightingale
B.Mother Teresa
C.Cassandra
D.Therese of Lisieux

Answer A
Explanation International Nurses Day was initiated by the International Council of Nurses (ICN)
in 1974. The day marks the birth anniversary of Florence Nightingale, who was born in 1820. She
is revered as the founder of modern nursing. The International Nurses Day 2020 marks her 200th
birth anniversary. The day highlights the important role nurses fulfill in health care.
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56) Who prepared the COVID-19 safety guidelines and protocols for Kirana
store owner that it is to be followed while running their businesses?
A.Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI)
B.Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA)
C.ICMR
D.A&B

Answer D
Explanation The Department of Consumer Affairs has launched the Suraksha Store initiative.
Under the initiative, the department has partnered with tech startups Safejob and Seekify to use
technology to prevent the spread of COVID-19 at the local Kirana store level. The primary
objective of the project is to educate Kirana store owners across the country about the COVID-19
safety guidelines and protocols that are to be followed while running their businesses. The
protocols were prepared by the Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) and the
Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA). It included norms around social distancing and hygiene at all
retail outlets.

57) When was the International Council of Nurses (ICN)?
A.1899
B.1906
C.1914
D.1920

Answer A
Explanation The International Council of Nurses (ICN) was established on 1899.

58) When was the e-NAM portal launched?
A.2014
B.2015
C.2016
D.2017

Answer C
Explanation e-NAM was launched on 14 April 2016 by the Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
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Small Farmers Agribusiness Consortium (SFAC) is the lead agency for implementing eNAM.
The portal functions under the aegis of the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers' Welfare, GoI.

59) Where is the headquarters of the International Council of Nurses (ICN)
located?
A.Vienna
B.Geneva
C.London
D.Stockholm

Answer B
Explanation The International Council of Nurses (ICN) was established in 1899. It is
headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland.

60) The US CDC has committed _________ to assist Indian government's fight
against COVID-19.
A.$1.4 million
B.$2.8 million
C.$3 million
D.$3.6 million

Answer D
Explanation The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has announced $3.6
million to assist the Indian government's fight against COVID-19. The fund aims to support
prevention, preparedness, and response activities in India. The CDC would have announced that
it is to work with local partners to help India to strengthen its public health workforce.

61) Who organized a Poster Making Competition under Ek Bharat Shreshtha
Bharat (EBSB) Campaign?
A.IIIT-Guwahati
B.IISc
C.IIT-Ahmedabad
D.Ministry of Home Affairs
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Answer A
Explanation Indian Institute of Information Technology Guwahati (IIIT-Guwahati) recently
organized a Poster Making Competition under Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat (EBSB) Campaign.
The Ministry for Human Resource Development (HRD) is the nodal ministry for EBSB campaign
which is run along with several other partner ministries and states. Students participated from
their homes for the competition held online due to the COVID-19 lockdown.

62) New Development Bank has fully disbursed a _______ emergency
assistance loan to India to help it contain the spread of COVID-19.
A.$1 billion
B.$2 billion
C.$3 billion
D.$5 billion

Answer A
Explanation New Development Bank of the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa)
countries have fully disbursed a $1 billion emergency assistance loan to India to help it contain
the spread of COVID-19.

63) When was the Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat scheme launched?
A.2013
B.2014
C.2015
D.2016

Answer C
Explanation Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat was launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 31
October 2015. It was launched on the occasion of the 140th birth anniversary of Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel. The campaign aims to promote the knowledge of the culture, traditions, and
practices of different States & Union Territories (UT) will lead to an enhanced understanding and
bonding between the States.

64) Where is the headquarters of the New Development Bank located?
A.New Delhi
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B.Moscow
C.Shanghai
D.Beijing

Answer C
Explanation The headquarters of the New Development Bank (NDB) is located in Shanghai,
China.

65) Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat scheme was launched on the occasion of the
_______ birth anniversary of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel.
A.125th
B.140th
C.150th
D.165th

Answer B
Explanation Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat was launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 31
October 2015. It was launched on the occasion of the 140th birth anniversary of Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel. The campaign aims to promote the knowledge of the culture, traditions, and
practices of different States & Union Territories (UT) will lead to an enhanced understanding and
bonding between the States.

66) Who is the incumbent President of the New Development Bank?
A.Deepak Parekh
B.Shikha Sharma
C.K.V. Kamath
D.Chanda Kochha

Answer C
Explanation Kundapur Vaman Kamath, commonly referred to as K. V. Kamath, is the chief of
the New Development Bank of BRICS countries, he has served as the Chairman of Infosys
Limited, the second-largest Indian IT services company, and as the Non-Executive Chairman of
ICICI Bank, India's largest private bank.

67) When is the birth anniversary of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel celebrated?
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A.2 October
B.31 October
C.14 November
D.5 September

Answer B
Explanation Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat was launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 31
October 2015. It was launched on the occasion of the 140th birth anniversary of Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel. The campaign aims to promote the knowledge of the culture, traditions, and
practices of different States & Union Territories (UT) will lead to an enhanced understanding and
bonding between the States.

68) Which company won VMware 2020 Regional Partner of the Year Award?
A.Passten Business Solutions
B.AIRE
C.Anunta
D.CloudCube Software

Answer C
Explanation Anunta received the VMware 2020 Regional Partner of the Year Award for the
Services Excellence category. Anunta was recognized for its demonstrable achievements using its
skills and services capabilities, including consulting, managed, and subscription services, to help
customers maximize the value received from their VMware investments.

69) When was the Ministry of Tribal Affairs formed?
A.1985
B.1990
C.1993
D.1999

Answer D
Explanation The Ministry of Tribal Affairs was set up in 1999 after the bifurcation of Ministry
of Social Justice and Empowerment with the objective of providing more focused approach on
the integrated socio-economic development of the Scheduled Tribes (STs), the most
underprivileged of the Indian Society, in a coordinated and planned manner. Before the formation
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of the Ministry, tribal affairs were handled by different Ministries at different points in time.

70) Which UT has announced to provide tap water to every household by
December 2022?
A.Goa
B.Puducherry
C.J&K
D.Ladakh

Answer C
Explanation Jammu and Kashmir announced that it will provide a tap water connection to all
rural households by December 2022 under the Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM). In the year 2020, the
State is planning for 100% coverage of all 5,000 villages of 3 districts namely Gandharbal,
Srinagar, and Raisi.

71) Who is the Minister of Tribal Affairs?
A.Arjun Munda
B.Babulal Marandi
C.Shibu Soren
D.Raghubar Das

Answer A
Explanation Arjun Munda is a Cabinet Minister of Government of India. He is the current
Minister of Tribal Affairs in the Second Modi Ministry. He was also Chief Minister of the Indian
state of Jharkhand.

72) GoI has targetted to provide tap water to every household by _______.
A.2022-2023
B.2023-2024
C.2024-2025
D.2020-2021

Answer C
Explanation GoI has targetted to provide tap water to every household by 2024-2025.
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73) Reports by the State-Level Disease Burden Initiative stated that the
under-5 Mortality Rate in India has dropped by _________ since 2000.
A.38%
B.49%
C.22%
D.55%

Answer B
Explanation Two scientific papers of India on child survival by the State-Level Disease Burden
Initiative stated that the under-5 Mortality Rate in India has dropped by 49% since 2000. Also,
there is a six-fold variation in the rate between states and an 11-fold variation between various
districts.

74) Ministry of Tourism organized ________ webinar titled Odisha-Indias
Best kept secret under Dekho Apna Desh series on 12 May 2020.
A.12th
B.14th
C.16th
D.18th

Answer D
Explanation The Ministry of Tourism organized the 18th Dekho Apna Desh webinar series on
12 May 2020. It was titled 'Odisha-India's Best kept secret' and took the participants on a virtual
journey into Odisha.

75) Government of India announced an _________ stimulus package,
equivalent to about 10% of India's Gross domestic product (GDP).
A.Rs.5 lakh crore
B.Rs.10 lakh crore
C.Rs.20 lakh crore
D.Rs.25 lakh crore

Answer C
Explanation Government of India announced an Rs.20 lakh crore stimulus package, equivalent
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to about 10% of India's Gross domestic product (GDP). It aimed at making the country selfreliant and reviving the stalled economy.

76) On its 18th Dekho Apna Desh webinar series which state was showcased?
A.Gujarat
B.Rajasthan
C.Odisha
D.Manipur

Answer C
Explanation The Ministry of Tourism organized the 18th Dekho Apna Desh webinar series on
12 May 2020. It was titled 'Odisha-India's Best kept secret' and took the participants on a virtual
journey into Odisha.

77) _________ unveiled indigenous hot air seam sealing machines for PPE kits.
This is India's first indigenous hot air seam sealing machine.
A.Macpower
B.Essar Power
C.JSW
D.Generich Pvt Ltd

Answer A
Explanation Gujarat-based Macpower unveiled indigenous hot air seam sealing machines for
PPE kits. This is India's first indigenous hot air seam sealing machine. It can be used to
manufacture PPE kits at half the price of the imported ones. The machine was unveiled by
Gujarat Chief Minister Vijay Rupani.

78) Where is Simlipal National Park located?
A.Odisha
B.Maharashtra
C.Rajasthan
D.Delhi

Answer A
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Explanation Similipal National Park is a national park and a tiger reserve in the Mayurbhanj
district in the Indian state of Odisha covering 2,750 km.

79) Where is the Chilika lake located?
A.West Bengal
B.Himachal Pradesh
C.Kerala
D.Odisha

Answer D
Explanation Chilika Lake is a brackish water lagoon, spread over the Puri, Khurda, and Ganjam
districts of Odisha state on the east coast of India, at the mouth of the Daya River, flowing into
the Bay of Bengal, covering an area of over 1,100 km.

80) What is the State flower of Gujarat?
A.Agar
B.Pink-Bell Rhododendron
C.Marigold
D.Jammi Chettu

Answer C
Explanation Marigold is the State flower of Gujarat. It is a genus of annual or perennial, mostly
herbaceous plants in the sunflower family. It was described as a genus by Carl Linnaeus in 1753.

81) IIT-Guwahati and the ________ have partnered and used data science
models to analyze and predict the total number of infected people for different
States in India in the next 30 days.
A.Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine, Singapore
B.Duke-NUS Medical School, Singapore
C.National University of Singapore
D.Liaoning University of TCM, China

Answer B
Explanation
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Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati (IIT-Guwahati) and the Duke-NUS
Medical School, Singapore have partnered and used data science models to analyze and predict
the total number of infected people for different States in India in the next 30 days.

82) FIFA U-17 Womens World Cup in India to begin in ________.
A.February 2021
B.March 2021
C.April 2021
D.May 2021

Answer A
Explanation The FIFA U-17 Women's World Cup has been rescheduled between 17 February
and 7 March 2021. The recommendations were made by the FIFA-Confederations COVID-19
Working Group, the Bureau of the FIFA Council.

83) Which is the capital of Odisha?
A.Puri
B.Rourkela
C.Bhubaneswar
D.Sambalpur

Answer C
Explanation Bhubaneswar is an ancient city in Indias eastern state of Odisha, formerly Orissa.
Many temples built from sandstone are dotted around Bindu Sagar Lake in the old city, including
the 11th-century Hindu Lingaraja Temple. Outside Rajarani Temple are sculpted figures of the
guardians of the 8 cardinal and ordinal directions.

84) FIFA U-20 Women's World Cup Costa Rica/Panama 2020 has been
rescheduled to be held from ________.
A.20 January 2021
B.15 February 2021
C.25 March 2021
D.12 April 2021
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Answer A
Explanation FIFA announced that the FIFA U-20 Women's World Cup Costa Rica/Panama 2020
has been rescheduled between 20 January and 6 February 2021. The tournament will keep
original eligibility criteria for players born on or after 1 January 2000 and on or before 31
December 2004.

85) When was Odisha formed?
A.1924
B.1936
C.1945
D.1953

Answer B
Explanation Odisha, also formerly Orissa, is an Indian state located on the eastern coast of India.
It neighbors the states of West Bengal and Jharkhand to the north, Chhattisgarh to the west and
Andhra Pradesh to the south. Odisha has a coastline of 485 kilometres (301 mi) along the Bay of
Bengal. The state was formed on 1 April 1936.

86) FIFA Futsal World Cup Lithuania 2020 has been rescheduled to be held
_________.
A.15 June 2021
B.23 July 2021
C.20 August 2021
D.12 September 2021

Answer D
Explanation FIFA Futsal World Cup Lithuania 2020 has been rescheduled to be held between 12
September and 3 October 2021.

87) Who is the Governor of Odisha?
A.Ganeshi Lal
B.Naveen Patnaik
C.Jagdish Mukhi
D.Ramesh Bais
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Answer A
Explanation Ganeshi Lal is an Indian politician and the incumbent Governor of Odisha.

88) When was FIFA established?
A.1885
B.1890
C.1904
D.1920

Answer C
Explanation Fdration Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) was established on 21 May
1904.

89) What is the state tree of Odisha?
A.Indian Fig tree
B.Red Pine
C.Flowering Dogwood
D.Southern Magnolia

Answer A
Explanation Ficus religiosa or sacred fig (Indian Fig tree) is a species of fig native to the Indian
subcontinent and Indochina that belongs to Moraceae, the fig or mulberry family. It is also known
as the bodhi tree, pippala tree, peepul tree, peepal tree or ashwattha tree

90) NAFED procured pulses and oilseeds amid lockdown. What does NAFED
stand for?
A.National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation
B.National Agricultural Cooperative Management Federation
C.Nutritional & Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation
D.Nutritional & Agricultural Cooperative Management Federation

Answer A
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Explanation NAFED stands for National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation.
NAFED, under the Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare, Government of
India, procured pulses and oilseeds amid lockdown. Nafed procured 3.17 Lakh MT Gram
(Chana) from 9 States namely Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Karnataka, Rajasthan, Maharashtra,
Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, and Haryana.

91) PM CARES trust has allocated ________ for the fight against COVID-19
pandemic on 13 May?
A.Rs.1,800 crore
B.Rs.2,500 crore
C.Rs.3,100 crore
D.Rs.4,300 crore

Answer C
Explanation Prime Ministers Citizen Assistance and Relief in Emergency Situations (PM
CARES) trust has allocated Rs.3,100 crore for the fight against COVID-19 pandemic.

92) When was NAFED established?
A.1949
B.1953
C.1958
D.1964

Answer C
Explanation National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation of India Ltd. (NAFED)
was established on 2 October 1958. Nafed was registered under the Multi-State Co-operative
Societies Act. The main objective of Nafed is to promote Co-operative marketing of agricultural
produce to benefit the farmers.

93) When was the Prime Ministers Citizen Assistance and Relief in Emergency
Situations (PM CARES) fund established?
A.15 March 2020
B.21 March 2020
C.27 March 2020
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D.1 April 2020

Answer C
Explanation PM CARES Trust was formed on 27 March 2020. The trust is headed by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi. The other ex-officio Members of the trust are Defence Minister, Home
Minister and Finance Minister.

94) Who chaired the meeting with representatives of the Pesticide
Manufacturing Industry through video conferencing to check the strategy to
prevent locust attacks on agricultural fields?
A.Shivraj Singh Chouhan
B.Thawar Chand Gehlot
C.Narottam Mishra
D.Narendra Singh Tomar

Answer D
Explanation The Union Minister of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Narendra Singh Tomar
held a meeting with representatives of the Pesticide Manufacturing Industry through video
conferencing to check the strategy to prevent locust attacks on agricultural fields.

95) Who heads the PM CARES Trust?
A.President of India
B.Vice President of India
C.Prime Minister of India
D.Home Minister of India

Answer C
Explanation PM CARES Trust was formed on 27 March 2020. The trust is headed by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi. The other ex-officio Members of the trust are Defence Minister, Home
Minister and Finance Minister.

96) When was the last high-level virtual meeting on desert locusts in Southwest
Asian countries including Afghanistan, India, Iran, and Pakistan was held?
A.October 2019
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B.December 2019
C.March 2020
D.April 2020

Answer C
Explanation On 11 March 2020, a high-level virtual meeting on desert locusts in Southwest
Asian countries including Afghanistan, India, Iran, and Pakistan was held at the FAO's office in
New Delhi, India. Technical information was exchanged during the conference.

97) India ranked _________ on the global Energy Transition Index 2020.
A.28th
B.43rd
C.74th
D.85th

Answer C
Explanation As per the World Economic Forum (WEF) annual rankings, India has secured the
74th position on the global Energy Transition Index (ETI). In the previous year, India ranked
76th.

98) Where is the Bhagalpur smart city located?
A.Bihar
B.Odisha
C.Rajasthan
D.Uttar Pradesh

Answer A
Explanation Bhagalpur division is an administrative geographical unit of Bihar state of India,
with Bhagalpur as the administrative headquarters of the division.

99) Which country topped the global Energy Transition Index 2020 list?
A.Sweden
B.Switzerland
C.Finland
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D.Denmark

Answer A
Explanation In WEF rankings, Sweden topped for a third consecutive year in the ETI. It is
followed by Switzerland and Finland in the second and third positions respectively.

100) Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) announced that all the Central Armed
Police Forces (CAPF) canteens and stores across the country will sell only
indigenous products, from _________.
A.June 2020
B.August 2020
C.September 2020
D.November 2020

Answer A
Explanation Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) announced that all the Central Armed Police
Forces (CAPF) canteens and stores across the country will sell only indigenous products, from 1
June 2020. The move comes after Prime Minister Narendra Modi appealed for vocal for local.
The announcement was made by the Union Home Minister Amit Shah.

101) Who released the Energy Transition Index?
A.World Power Association
B.Global Power Research ANalyzer
C.World Economic Forum
D.UNDP

Answer D
Explanation As per the World Economic Forum (WEF) annual rankings, India has secured the
74th position on the global Energy Transition Index (ETI). In the previous year, India ranked
76th.

102) Ministry of AYUSH and ________ have partnered to validate four Ayush
formulations against COVID-19.
A.CSIR
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B.DRDO
C.ICMR
D.SCTIMST

Answer A
Explanation The Ministry of AYUSH and the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research
(CSIR) have partnered to validate four Ayush formulations against COVID-19. The trials are
expected to start within one week. The results will be given in 3 months.

103) India ranked _______ in Energy Transition Index 2019.
A.25th
B.47th
C.55th
D.76th

Answer D
Explanation India ranked 76th in Energy Transition Index 2019.

104) When was the Ministry of AYUSH established?
A.2014
B.2015
C.2016
D.2017

Answer A
Explanation The Ministry of AYUSH which was established on 9 November 2014. It is
headquartered in New Delhi.

105) When was the World Economic Forum formed?
A.1963
B.1971
C.1980
D.1985
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Answer B
Explanation The World Economic Forum (WEF) was formed in January 1971. The WEF's
mission is cited as "committed to improving the state of the world by engaging business, political,
academic, and other leaders of society to shape global, regional, and industry agendas."

106) The Ministry of AYUSH and CSIR have partnered to validate four Ayush
formulations against COVID-19. What is the formulation that is to be used for
the COVID-19 trial?
A.Ashwagandha, Yashtimadhu (Mulethi)
B.Guduchi + Pippali (Giloy)
C.AYUSH-64
D.All the above

Answer D
Explanation The Ministry of AYUSH and the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research
(CSIR) have partnered to validate four Ayush formulations against COVID-19. The trials are
expected to start within one week. The results will be given in 3 months. Under the move, four
candidates namely Ashwagandha, Yashtimadhu (Mulethi), Guduchi + Pippali (Giloy), and
AYUSH-64 will be used for the trial. These drugs were invented for the treatment of malaria.
Repurposing is currently going on.

107) Who founded the World Economic Forum (WEF)?
A.Klaus Schwab
B.Michael Porter
C.Augusto LopezClaros
D.Jamie Dimon

Answer A
Explanation Klaus Martin Schwab is a German engineer and economist best known as the
founder and executive chairman of the World Economic Forum. His wife and former secretary,
Hilde, co-founded the Schwab Foundation for Social Entrepreneurship with him. He was born in
1938, in Ravensburg, Germany.

108) Who issued guidance on rapid antibody test kits for COVID-19 and also
listed the manufacturers on 14 May?
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A.ICMR
B.WHO
C.CSIR
D.AIIMS

Answer A
Explanation The apex health research body, Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR), issued
guidance on rapid antibody test kits for COVID-19 and also listed the manufacturers on 14 May.
In its guidance, ICMR stated that these rapid antibody tests are not recommended for the
diagnosis of COVID-19 infection.

109) Where is the headquarters of the World Economic Forum located?
A.Stockholm, Sweden
B.Cologny, Switzerland
C.Rome, Italy
D.Moscow, Russia

Answer B
Explanation The World Economic Forum (WEF), based in Cologny-Geneva, Switzerland, is an
NGO, founded in 1971. The WEF's mission is cited as "committed to improving the state of the
world by engaging business, political, academic, and other leaders of society to shape global,
regional, and industry agendas".

110) The _________ enzyme in blood responds to the novel coronavirus and
enables it to infect the human cell.
A.PEP-B2
B.ACE2
C.TRY-A
D.RBC4

Answer B
Explanation The ACE2 enzyme in blood responds to the novel coronavirus and enables it to
infect the human cell.
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111) Who developed a novel process for the synthesis of Quantum Dots used in
photographing cellular organelles?
A.ARI
B.CSIR
C.DRDO
D.SCTIMST

Answer A
Explanation Researchers from Agharkar Research Institute (ARI), Pune developed a new
process for the synthesis of quantum efficient and biocompatible quantum dots (QDs). It can be
used in capturing images of cellular organelles and processes within the visible wavelength
ranges across the electromagnetic spectrum.

112) Who developed the low-cost Medical Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) which has been filed by IPFC and NRDC to be patented?
A.Indian Army
B.Indian Navy
C.CAPF
D.DRDO

Answer B
Explanation Intellectual Property Facilitation Cell (IPFC) of Ministry of Defence, in association
with National Research Development Corporation (NRDC), has filed a patent for the low-cost
Medical Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) developed by Indian Navy. The aim is to initiate a
rapid mass production.

113) Which is the National coordination site for the WHO's Solidarity trial in
India?
A.National Research Laboratories
B.Defence Institute of Physiology & Allied Sciences
C.National AIDS Research Institute
D.High Energy Materials Research Laboratory (HEMRL)

Answer C
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Explanation The Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) participated in the launch of the
global 'Solidarity' trial by the World Health Organisation (WHO). The aim of the trial is to help
find an effective treatment for COVID-19.

114) _________ participated in the Commonwealth Health Ministers Meeting.
A.Harsh Vardhan
B.Piyush Goyal
C.Nirmala Sitharaman
D.Ram Vilas Paswan

Answer A
Explanation Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Union Minister of Health & Family Welfare participated in the
32nd Commonwealth Health Ministers' Meeting through Video Conference on 14 May. The
timely, graded, and proactive measures taken by the Indian government towards COVID-19
management were highlighted during the meeting.

115) ________ machine testing machine at the National Centre for Disease
Control (NCDC) by the Union Minister of Health & Family Welfare Dr. Harsh
Vardhan.
A.SARCOS-38A
B.SARCOS 2659
C.COBAS 8500
D.COBAS 6800

Answer D
Explanation Union Minister of Health & Family Welfare Dr. Harsh Vardhan dedicated the
COBAS 6800, first of its kind, testing machine at the National Centre for Disease Control
(NCDC) to the nation on 14 May. GoI has procured such testing machines for testing of
COVID-19 cases for the first time. It is installed at NCDC. COBAS 6800 is a fully automated,
high-end machine that performs real-time PCR testing COVID-19 in the service of the nation.

116) What is the theme of the Commonwealth Health Ministers Meeting?
A.Delivering a co-ordinated Commonwealth COVID-19 response
B.Disruption in Society and Response
C.Save Lives: Clean your hands
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D.Geographical response to Commonwealth COVID-19 response

Answer A
Explanation Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Union Minister of Health & Family Welfare participated in the
32nd Commonwealth Health Ministers' Meeting through Video Conference on 14 May. The
theme of the conference was "Delivering a co-ordinated Commonwealth COVID-19 response."

117) When is the International Day of Families observed?
A.1 May
B.5 May
C.10 May
D.15 May

Answer D
Explanation International Day of Families is celebrated on 15 May every year. The day is
celebrated to raise awareness towards the significance of families and to overcome the aspects
that might be negatively affecting these efforts.

118) The ________ Commonwealth Health Ministers' Meeting through Video
Conference on 14 May.
A.23rd
B.28th
C.32nd
D.40th

Answer C
Explanation Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Union Minister of Health & Family Welfare participated in the
32nd Commonwealth Health Ministers' Meeting through Video Conference on 14 May. The
timely, graded, and proactive measures taken by the Indian government towards COVID-19
management were highlighted during the meeting.

119) What is the theme for the 2020 International Day of Families?
A.Families and Climate Action: Focus on SDG13
B.Families in Development
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C.Families and inclusive societies
D.Families, education and well-being

Answer B
Explanation The theme for 2020 International Day of Families is "Families in Development."
The theme aims to portray the importance of families and their roles in social development. The
theme stresses the importance of families and how much they mean in the context of the
pandemic COVID-19.

120) Who launched the e-Governance platform, SAMARTH?
A.Ministry of Tourism
B.Ministry of Science & Technology
C.Ministry of Human Resource Development
D.Ministry of Culture

Answer C
Explanation Department of Higher Education, Ministry of Human Resource Development
(MHRD) has developed an e-Governance platform, SAMARTH Enterprises Resource Planning
(ERP), under the National Mission of Education in Information and Communication Technology
Scheme (NMEICT).

121) When was the International Day of Families celebrated for the first time?
A.1985
B.1989
C.1994
D.1998

Answer C
Explanation In 1993, the United Nations passed a resolution and designated the observation of
the International Day of Families. The day aims to encourage improved living standards and the
social progress of families in the world. The day aims to cater to the changing socio-economic
structures affecting the stability of families in different parts of the world. The day was first
observed in 1994.

122) Under SAMARTH, an e-Governance platform, how many modules have
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been implemented in NIT, Kurukshetra?
A.25
B.30
C.38
D.46

Answer C
Explanation Department of Higher Education, Ministry of Human Resource Development
(MHRD) has developed an e-Governance platform, SAMARTH Enterprises Resource Planning
(ERP), under National Mission of Education in Information and Communication Technology
Scheme (NMEICT). So far, a total of 38 modules have been implemented in NIT, Kurukshetra.
They are Organigram, Organizational Unit, Users, Employee Management, Grievance
Management (Employee), RTI Management, Legal Case Management, Leave Management,
Estate Management, Fee Management, Vendor Bill Tracking, File Management & Tracking,
Inventory Management, Research Project Management, Programmes Management, Payroll,
Recruitment Management, Health Facilities Management, Knowledge Management, Transport
Management, Content Federation (CFS), Training & Placements, Hostel Management, Budget
and Accounts, Sports Facilities Management, Uni Web Portal, Student Lifecycle, Endowment,
College Affiliation, Student Feedback Management, Minutes and Retrieval/Document, Essential
Services, Alumni Management, Core Communication,IT Service Desk, Training of Trainers
Management(ToT) and Residence Allocation.

123) Which state is to implement a sensor-based service delivery monitoring
system under Jal Jeevan Mission?
A.Rajasthan
B.Tamil Nadu
C.Karnataka
D.Gujarat

Answer D
Explanation Gujarat state government is to implement a sensor-based service delivery
monitoring system in the rural drinking water sector under the Jal Jeevan Mission (JJM). The
pilot project is already underway in two districts of the state. The state is primarily a waterstressed state. It has dealt with the crisis with a very strategic approach so far. The state has good
community involvement in drinking water supply management, which began in 2002 through the
Water and Sanitation Management Organisation (WASMO).
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124) The Head of WTO ________ has announced his resignation, a year before
his term expires. He will step down on 31 August 2020.
A.Pascal Lamy
B.Maria Nazareth Farani Azevdo
C.Roberto Azevedo
D.Qu Dongyu

Answer C
Explanation The Head of the World Trade Organization (WTO) Roberto Azevedo has
announced his resignation, a year before his term expires. He will step down on 31 August 2020.

125) Who participated in the 2nd G-20 Virtual Trade and Investment
Ministers Meeting?
A.Harsh Vardhan
B.Nirmala Sitharaman
C.Piyush Goyal
D.Nitin Gadkari

Answer C
Explanation Union Minister of Commerce and Industry Minister Piyush Goyal participated in
the second G-20 Virtual Trade and Investment Ministers Meeting. The meeting focused on
immediate and concrete actions that can ease the distress being faced by people all over the world
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The second G20 Ministers Virtual Meeting was held under the
Saudi Presidency.

126) When was the World Trade Organization (WTO) established?
A.1980
B.1984
C.1991
D.1995

Answer D
Explanation World Trade Organization (WTO) was established on 1 January 1995.
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127) Tribal Affairs Ministry in partnership with _______ launched Going
Online As Leaders (GOAL) programme for Digital Skilling of Tribal Youth
across India.
A.Google
B.FaceBook
C.Amazon
D.ATL Labs

Answer B
Explanation Union Minister for Tribal Affairs Arjun Munda launched the "Going Online As
Leaders (GOAL) programme of the Ministry of Tribal Affairs (MoTA) in partnership with
Facebook at a Webinar in New Delhi on 15 May. The programme is in line with the vision of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

128) Telia Rumal which was GI tagged recently is from ________.
A.Uttar Pradesh
B.Telangana
C.Madhya Pradesh
D.Tamil Nadu

Answer B
Explanation Telangana's Telia Rumal cloth involves intricate handmade work with cotton loom
displaying a variety of designs and motifs in three particular colours namely red, black and white.
The cloth can only be created using the traditional handloom process and not by any other
mechanical means. If not, it will lose the very quality of the Rumal.

129) Where is the headquarters of the World Trade Organization (WTO)
located?
A.Davos
B.Geneva
C.London
D.Vienna

Answer B
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Explanation World Trade Organization (WTO) was established on 1 January 1995. It is
headquartered at Geneva, Switzerland.

130) Who developed lightweight carbon foam that can replace lead batteries?
A.INSPIRE
B.NAL
C.SCTIMST
D.DRDO

Answer A
Explanation INSPIRE under the Department of Science & Technology (DST), Government of
India has developed porous carbon materials that have the potential to replace the lead grid in
lead-acid batteries. The carbon foam was developed by Dr. Rajeev Kumar from CSIR-Advanced
Materials and Processes Research Institute, Bhopal, a recipient of the INSPIRE Faculty Award.

131) Defence Minister Rajnath Singh commissioned Indian Coast Guard Ship
(ICGS) Sachet and two interceptor boats (IBs) C-450 and C-451 in _______
through video conferencing from Delhi.
A.Goa
B.Mumbai
C.Kolkata
D.Chennai

Answer A
Explanation Defence Minister Rajnath Singh commissioned Indian Coast Guard Ship (ICGS)
Sachet and two interceptor boats (IBs) C-450 and C-451 in Goa through video conferencing from
Delhi.

132) Who developed injectable Silk Fibroin-based hydrogel for sustained
Insulin delivery in diabetic patients?
A.CSIR
B.DRDO
C.JNCASR
D.HEMRL
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Answer C
Explanation Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR) has recently
developed an injectable Silk fibroin-based hydrogel for sustained insulin delivery in diabetic
patients. The injectable Silk fibroin-based hydrogel is developed using the biocompatible
additives, The injectable SF hydrogel (iSFH) can ease insulin delivery in diabetic patients. The
injection was tested on diabetic rats.

133) Sohrai Khovar painting which was GI tagged is from ________.
A.Uttar Pradesh
B.Jharkhand
C.Madhya Pradesh
D.Tamil Nadu

Answer B
Explanation Jharkhand's Sohrai Khovar painting is a traditional and ritualistic mural art. It is
practised by local tribal women during local harvest and marriage seasons. The art is drawn using
the local, naturally available soils of different colours in the area of the Hazaribagh district of
Jharkhand. The art is traditionally painted on the walls of mud houses. It is now seen on other
surfaces, too. The style features a profusion of lines, dots, animal figures and plants, often
representing religious iconography.

134) When was e-NAM launched?
A.2014
B.2015
C.2016
D.2017

Answer C
Explanation E-NAM was launched in 2016. It aims to network all the existing Mandis on a
common online market platform as 'One Nation, One Market' for agricultural commodities in the
country. It also aims at reducing transaction costs, bridging information asymmetries, and helping
the expansion of market access for farmers and other stakeholders.

135) Who is the Chief Minister of Sikkim?
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A.Prem Singh Tamang
B.Ganga Prasad
C.Nar Bahadur Bhandari
D.Pema Khandu

Answer D
Explanation Prem Singh Tamang, better known as Golay, is an Indian politician and the current
Chief Minister of Sikkim and leader and founder of the Sikkim Krantikari Morcha. Prior to
forming the party, he was a key member of the Sikkim Democratic Front Party.Prem Singh
Tamang, better known as Golay, is an Indian politician and the current Chief Minister of Sikkim
and leader and founder of the Sikkim Krantikari Morcha. Prior to forming the party, he was a key
member of the Sikkim Democratic Front Party.Prem Singh Tamang, better known as Golay, is an
Indian politician and the current Chief Minister of Sikkim and leader and founder of the Sikkim
Krantikari Morcha. Prior to forming the party, he was a key member of the Sikkim Democratic
Front Party.

136) Who developed two products, 3D-printed hands-free object & 3D-printed
antimicrobial face-shield, to help in the fight against the outbreak of the
COVID-19 pandemic?
A.National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research-Guwahati
B.IISc, Bengaluru
C.IIT-Roorkee
D.Jawaharlal Nehru Centre For Advanced Scientific Research

Answer A
Explanation National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research-Guwahati (NIPER-G)
has developed two products, 3D-printed hands-free object & 3D-printed antimicrobial faceshield, to help in the fight against the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic. The devices are
expected to play a key role in containing the transmission of coronavirus from one person to
another through bare hand contacts or contaminated surface source.

137) When was the Sikkim state formed?
A.1975
B.1980
C.1986
D.1990
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Answer A
Explanation Sikkim was formed on 16 May 1975.

138) When was the National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and
Research-Guwahati (NIPER-G) established?
A.1985
B.1996
C.2002
D.2008

Answer D
Explanation National Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research, Guwahati (NIPERGuwahati) established 2008, is an Indian public Pharmacy research university, and a part of the
seven schools, under India's Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers.

139) Which is the capital of Sikkim?
A.Itanagar
B.Gangtok
C.Imphal
D.Agartala

Answer B
Explanation Sikkim's capital and largest city is Gangtok. Almost 35% of the state is covered by
the Khangchendzonga National Park. The Kingdom of Sikkim was founded by the Namgyal
dynasty in the 17th century. It was ruled by a Buddhist priest-king known as the Chogyal.

140) Defence Minister Rajnath Singh approved the launch of the Defence
Testing Infrastructure Scheme (DTIS) with an outlay of ________.
A.Rs.100 crore
B.Rs.250 crore
C.Rs.400 crore
D.Rs.500 crore
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Answer C
Explanation Defence Minister Rajnath Singh approved the launch of the Defence Testing
Infrastructure Scheme (DTIS) with an outlay of Rs.400 crore. The aim is to create a state of the
art testing infrastructure for the defence sector and to boost domestic defence and aerospace
manufacturing.

141) Which state government is to launch Rajiv Gandhi Kisan Nyay Yojana?
A.Punjab
B.Chhattisgarh
C.Rajasthan
D.Gujarat

Answer B
Explanation Chhattisgarh State government is to launch Rajiv Gandhi Kisan Nyay Yojana on 21
May on the commemoration of the death anniversary of former Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi. The
scheme is aimed to stimulate the rural economy in the state, amid the slowdown caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic.

142) Defence Testing Infrastructure Scheme (DTID) Scheme will run for a
duration of _________ years.
A.3
B.5
C.7
D.10

Answer B
Explanation Defence Testing Infrastructure Scheme (DTID) Scheme will run for a duration of 5
years. Unser the scheme, the MoD set up 6-8 new test facilities in partnership with the private
industry.

143) Under the Rajiv Gandhi Kisan Nyay Yojana, the Chhattisgarh state
government will inject _________ into the state's rural economy by directly
transferring the grant amount through Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) into the
accounts of farmers.
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A.Rs.2600 crore
B.Rs.3500 crore
C.Rs.5100 crore
D.Rs.6000 crore

Answer C
Explanation Under the Rajiv Gandhi Kisan Nyay Yojana, the Chhattisgarh state government will
inject Rs.5100 crore into the state's rural economy by directly transferring the grant amount
through Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) into the accounts of farmers.

144) Who developed mobile indoor Disinfection Sprayer units, Battery
Powered Disinfectant Sprayer (BPDS), and Pneumatically Operated Mobile
Indoor Disinfection (POMID)?
A.CSIR
B.DRDO
C.SCTIMST
D.NAL

Answer A
Explanation Scientists at CSIR-Central Mechanical Engineering Research Institute (CMERI),
Durgapur, have developed two mobile indoor Disinfection Sprayer units, Battery Powered
Disinfectant Sprayer (BPDS) and Pneumatically Operated Mobile Indoor Disinfection (POMID).
These disinfection units can be used for cleaning and disinfecting pathogenic micro-organisms
effectively, especially in hospitals.

145) Under the Rajiv Gandhi Kisan Nyay Yojana, the farmers would be paid
________ per acre for paddy, corn, and sugarcane crops, based on the
registered and procured area for the Kharif season.
A.Rs.5,000
B.Rs.6,000
C.Rs.10,000
D.Rs.12,000

Answer C
Explanation Under the Rajiv Gandhi Kisan Nyay Yojana, the state government will inject
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Rs.5100 crore into the state's rural economy by directly transferring the grant amount through
Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) into the accounts of farmers. For this scheme, the state had made
the provision for the scheme in the Budget 2020-21.The farmers would be paid Rs.10,000 per
acre for paddy, corn, and sugarcane crops, based on the registered and procured area for the
Kharif season.

146) The Government of India (GoI) and the World Bank signed ________
proposed for Accelerating India's COVID-19 Social Protection Response
Programme.
A.$1 billion
B.$2 billion
C.$3 billion
D.$5 billion

Answer A
Explanation The Government of India (GoI) and the World Bank signed a $750 million of $1
billion proposed for Accelerating India's COVID-19 Social Protection Response Programme. The
agreement aims to support India's efforts at providing social assistance to the poor and vulnerable
households, severely impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic.

147) When is the International Day of Light observed?
A.8 May
B.10 May
C.12 May
D.16 May

Answer D
Explanation International Day of Light is observed on 16 May. The day marks the 60th
anniversary of the first successful operation of the laser in 1960 by Theodore Maiman, the
physicist, and engineer. The day aims to raise awareness about the important role played by all
the light-based technologies in the lives of people in areas of education, art, and culture
sustainable development, science & technology, and in fields as diverse as medicine,
communications, and energy.

148) When is the Statehood day of Sikkim celebrated?
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A.12 May
B.16 May
C.24 May
D.4 June

Answer B
Explanation Sikkim celebrated 45th State Day on 16 May 2020. It was celebrated in a brief
function held at Chintan Bhawan premises, Gangtok. The function was graced by Governor of
Sikkim Shri Ganga Prasad and Chief Minister Shri Prem Singh Tamang amid lockdown.

149) GoI, West Bengal state government, and Asian Infrastructure Investment
Bank (AIIB) signed a loan agreement for a __________ project.
A.$50 million
B.$145 million
C.$300 million
D.$425 million

Answer B
Explanation The Government of India (GoI), West Bengal state government, and the Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) signed a loan agreement for a $145 million project. The
main objective is to improve flood management and irrigation services in the Damodar Valley
Command Area (DVCA) in West Bengal state.

150) Sikkim celebrated ________ State Day on May 2020.
A.38th
B.45th
C.56th
D.65th

Answer B
Explanation Sikkim celebrated 45th State Day on 16 May 2020. It was celebrated in a brief
function held at Chintan Bhawan premises, Gangtok. The function was graced by Governor of
Sikkim Shri Ganga Prasad and Chief Minister Shri Prem Singh Tamang amid lockdown.

151) Who developed next-generation biodegradable metal implants?
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A.ARCI
B.ARI
C.SCTIMST
D.A&C

Answer D
Explanation Scientists from the International Advanced Research Centre for Powder Metallurgy
and New Materials (ARCI) and Sree Chitra Tirunal Institute of Medical Sciences (SCTIMST),
Thiruvananthapuram, under the Department of Science & Technology (DST) jointly developed
new generation Iron-Manganese based alloys for biodegradable metal implants for use in humans.

152) Who is the Governor of Sikkim?
A.Ganga Prasad
B.Pawan Kumar Chamling
C.Baby Rani Maurya
D.Jagdish Mukhi

Answer A
Explanation Ganga Prasad Chaurasia is an Indian politician who is currently the Governor of the
state of Sikkim and former Governor of Meghalaya. He was a member of the Bihar legislative
council and served as leader of the opposition during the RJD regime.

153) When did the first successful operation of the laser happen?
A.1935
B.1942
C.1951
D.1960

Answer D
Explanation The first successful operation of the laser happened in 1960 by Theodore Maiman,
the physicist, and engineer.
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